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it’s
spring
DREAMING

OF THE AVRO ARROW

COLD CREEK
FLY FISHING

TURNING THE TABLES

LYNN CRAWFORD
& LORA KIRK
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This stunning
kitchen located
in Cobourg,
Ontario

CLASSIC & TIMELESS

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Kitchen & Bath Planning
Project Management
Colour Consultations
Farrow & Ball Paint & Paper
Tiles
Countertops
Outdoor Kitchens

distributor of

Proudly Produced in Canada

We’re open & We’re here for you
PORT HOPE SHOWROOM

64 WALTON ST. PORT HOPE | 905.800.1200 | www.kingsmillkitchens.com
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QUINTE’S POOL AND HOT TUB STORE
PLAN YOUR NEXT
STAYCATION NOW WITH A
HOT TUB OR SWIM SPA
FROM HYDROPOOL

AND GREAT SAVINGS!

For the first time ever Hydropool is
Pre-Selling their Hot Tubs & Swim Spas
for a next Spring/Summer delivery.
ORDER NOW...

SAVE UP TO $4000 ON HOT TUBS
AND $6000 ON SWIM SPAS!

PREORDER

STAYCATION

40 HANNA COURT, BELLEVILLE, ON

613.962.2545

SALES EVENT

www.stlawrencepools.ca
BELLEVILLE | KINGSTON | BROCKVILLE | CORNWALL

swimming pools

|

hot tubs

|

patio furniture

|

BBQs

|

saunas

|

fitness equipment

|

billiards
WATERSHED 3
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RELAX AND UNWIND

WEEKLY WEDNESDAY DELIVERY TO BELLEVILLE AND PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY
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Northumberland’s
most experienced
kitchen and bath
design team.
We provide exceptional
customer service and innovative
design as we take your project further
with professional installation
including, flooring, tile back splash,
lighting and paint.
All of this in the largest
and most stylish showrooms.
Let our experts show you how.

COBOURG

PORT HOPE

COBOURG

KITCHEN DESIGNERS

KITCHEN DESIGNERS

FLOORING EXPERTS

Tracy MacFarlane

Jill Jankovich

Drew Bagshaw

tracy@yourhomehardware.ca

jill@yourhomehardware.ca

drew@yourhomehardware.ca

Diana Dickson

Judie Greer

Shannon Leacy

diana@yourhomehardware.ca

judie@yourhomehardware.ca

shannon@yourhomehardware.ca

Nena Reddom

Tammy Adley

nena@yourhomehardware.ca

tammy@yourhomehardware.ca

Janet Bisschop
janetb@yourhomehardware.ca

PORT HOPE

905.885.4568
177 Toronto Rd

COBOURG

905.372.3381
650 Division St

www.yourhomehardware.ca

Let us make your dream a reality.
WATERSHED 5
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YOUR POWERFUL
PARTNER FOR
PROPERTY
MAINTENANCE.

The 4-seat Kubota RTV-X1140 delivers the utility you need for property maintenance. It’s powered by a robust
24.8 hp diesel engine with HST transmission for lasting reliability. The two rear seats fold away to offer industryleading cargo space ideal for tools and heavy loads. Add in its smooth ride paired with convenient features and
you get the total UTV package for a wide range of jobs and applications
Belleville
771 Wallbridge Loyalist Rd, R.R. #5
613.969.6246

www.fireplacespecialties.ca
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andersonequipment.ca | kubota.ca |

Picton
99 County Road 34, R.R. #2
613.476.6597
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MY PHILOSOPHY...

GROWTH
OVER TIME
Professional Wealth
Management

contents

Lynn Hardy
INVESTMENT ADVISOR

38

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.
204 D Division St., Cobourg
905-372-4364 lynn.hardy@rbc.com
RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada
are separate corporate entities which are affiliated.
*Member CIPF. ®Registered trademark of Royal Bank of
Canada. Used under licence. RBC Dominion Securities is
a registered trademark of Royal Bank of Canada. Used
under licence. ©Copyright 2005. All rights reserved.
photograph by Graham Davies

30

F E AT U R E S
TAKING THE SHOW ON THE ROAD
It’s no mystery that Watershed country is an established
hub for film and TV location filming. Murdoch Mysteries
is just one of the many productions that take advantage
of our scenery and architecture. Lights, cameras and
actors are now a familiar sight, and with them they bring
a positive economic impact to the community.
by TOM CRUICKSHANK

38

SIXTY YEARS ON, WE STILL DREAM
OF THE ARROW
Canada’s Cold War dreams of aeronautical fame rested on a
beautiful but expensive interceptor jet called the Avro Arrow.
Orland French takes us back to the first days of the aircraft’s
development, when national pride was at a peak and the
Soviets were at the gates. And he tells us how the mystique
of the Arrow lives on today in myth and legend.
by ORLAND FRENCH

photograpsh courtesy Library and Archives Canada

Floors for Life.
CARPET HARDWOOD LAMINATE TILE AREA RUGS & RUNNERS
WINDOW TREATMENTS LUXURY VINYL TILE & PLANK
l

l

l

l

l

50

A CREEK RUNS THROUGH IT
Meet the members of the Cold Creek Fly Fishers Club,
whose respect for the crown jewel in the sport of angling
is equalled by their respect for the environment that
sustains it. As the club members will tell you, a day
spent in a stream with a rod and reel remains among
the most enlightening of activities.
by CATHERINE STUTT

Celebrating 57 Years

7963 COUNTY RD. 2, COBOURG
905.372.3331 | dicksoncarpetone.ca
SHOWROOM NOW OPEN

WATERSHED 7
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Style and comfort
designed for real life.

contents
D E PA RT M E N T S
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MAILBAG
INSIDE WATERSHED
FENCE POSTS:
Who You Gonna Call?
by DAN NEEDLES

MUST, MUST, MUST:

24

BEYOND THE GARDEN GATE:

What’s New And What’s To Do

Giving Back
by MICOL MAROTTI

86 King St W, Cobourg,
Ontario K9A 2M3
(905) 372-9224
TUGGSFURNITURE.COM

22

follow us on

47
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A Showcase of Locally Curated Products
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55
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FIRST WORDS |

I WAS LOOKING THOUGH A PILE OF OLD WATERSHEDS when I came across a story in our first spring
issue. In it, my dad, my nephew Graham and I spend a warm spring day in our rubber boots trying to dismantle a beaver dam. By the time we get home we are mud splattered, tired and happy. Happy because
we’d spent the day working away in the sunshine with nothing else on our minds but our common purpose. On top of that, we had stories to share around the dinner table that night.
Fast forward twenty years: a new bunch of rubber boots is running around the farm. They belong to a
set of grandchildren who range in age from four to nine. In the spring, one of their favourite haunts is the
stream that leads from our south pond and runs under the road to our north pond by the house. They
spend the day there with their shovels, damming and redirecting the stream’s flow, and building reservoirs
for their boats. They ferry plastic tubs filled with sticks through the culvert and they lose their minds
laughing when the dog heads into the abyss after them. And as the plastic tubs float out towards the open
water, they yell instructions to me at the top of their lungs: “Get it Nannie: hurry, get it!”
We come back to the house with rosy cheeks, cold hands and wet feet. In the span of a day, we’ve been a
team of adventurers, amateur engineers, collaborators and construction workers and we’ve done some
remedial work for the local conservation authority. Best of all, we’ve shared a common purpose on a
spring day and we have stories to tell at the dinner table. Does it get any better?
Happy spring.

contributors
Watershed Magazine
is proud to partner
with community-based
organizations that enrich
the cultural, social,
environmental and
economic fabric
of our region.

PARTNERS
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john jeronimus
With a keen eye for detail, John
Jeronimus navigates his Watershed proofing post in the same
way he guided his career as a
professional engineer with CN
Rail. During his tenure with
Canada’s National Rail, he built
bridges, determined tolerances
and calculated loads for 35 years.
There was no margin for error.
In his retirement, John applies
his fastidiousness to Watershed
– perusing and proofing articles
as they come across his desk. But
it doesn’t stop there. Through
thick and thin, John provides
unrelenting support to the
Watershed team.

jennifer shea
Belleville-based Jennifer Shea is
a seasoned communications
professional with more than 35
years of experience in journalism and public relations. She
has worked in broadcast media
and in both the public and private sectors. In 2014, she launched
Job 1 Communications, which
has taken her back to her journalism roots through freelance
writing opportunities. She is
honoured to be part of the Watershed team and to help keep us
organized and on task.

audrey whittaker
As Director of Advertising Sales
in the eastern reaches of Watershed country, Audrey Whittaker
likes nothing better than being
out on the road, meeting and
working with clients. With an
extensive background in sales
and marketing, Audrey brings
both professionalism and a
warm personality to the job. On
the weekends, she and her husband Dayle and their three
small dogs with big personalities
spend their time exploring the
countryside around their new
County home.
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Ask for these Northumberland and Eastern Ontario products
at your local grocer. Support local makers and retailers as you shop.

Find out how OAFVC is helping
food entrepreneurs and farmers bring
Made in Ontario products to market.

VISIT OAFVC.CA TO SEE HOW WE CAN BE
A PART OF YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS
Located in Northumberland County
Just one minute south of Hwy 401 at exit 497

WATERSHED 13
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WATERSHED |

ad listing

Lockyer’s
Country
Gardens

ACCOMMODATION

Huntingdon Boutique Bed & Breakfast 72
Jayne’s Luxury Rentals

83

Montrose Inn

66

The Frontenac Club

20

The Waring House

19

ART GALLERIES/SHOWS

81

Tyrone Mills Limited

45

Frantic Farms

4

META4 Contemporary Craft Gallery

45

reneshomecomfort@bellnet.ca
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GARDEN/LANDSCAPING
Blue Frog Water Gardens

27

Connon Nurseries

53

Books & Company

73

County Arborists Inc.

52

Furby House Books

28

EZ Pond Canada Ltd.

27

Let’s Talk Books

35

Giboshihill Hostas

81

Hollandale Landscaping

11

& Garden Centre

The New Classical 103.1FM

80

Lockyer’s Country Gardens

73

Westben Theatre

23

Natures Hands

49

Quinn’s Blooms & Greenery

42

Rekker’s Garden Centre

36

Skratt Tree Service

27

Wentworth Landscapes

3

46

Northumberland Learning Connection 52

14A TRENT DR.,
CAMPBELLFORD

58

Anja Hertle

Prevention Centre

139 MAIN ST.,
BRIGHTON

4

The Gables Restaurant

4

Cornerstone Family Violence

705-653-2530

Our Lucky Stars Café
The Village Pantry

EDUCATION

HEAT PUMPS l STOVES
l AIR CONDITIONING
l FURNACES l BBQ’S
l SERVICE CALLS l A/C
l CUSTOM DUCTWORK
l FIREPLACES l BOILERS

66

67

CULTURE & ENTERTAINMENT

l

Flame + Smith

Andara Gallery

BOOKS

Year around comfort with
MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
*Versus Traditional
Electric Resistance
Baseboard Heating

FINE FOODS/CATERING

Premiere Dance

29

Trenton MFRC

81

FARM GATE MARKETS

HEALTH/WELLNESS
Beauty Works Spa

28

Brighton Chiropractic

58

Brighton Dental Centre

60
36

Popham Lane Farm

81

Connect Hearing – Hogan’s Hearing

Rutherfords Roadside Market

40

Ed’s House – Northumberland Hospice

35

Essence Day Spa

58

FASHION/JEWELLERY/GIFTS

Family Dental Centre

54

Brittany N Bros. – Cobourg

42

Master Healer

81

Brocante

67

Scandiskin

81

Dragonfly Design Studio

40

Whole Health

59

Findings on King

34

L’Elle Couture

44

Lustre and Tarnish

67

Firing Time Pottery

81

Magpie

72

Green Canoe Outfitters

36

Skye’s Clothing

29,49

Pedego PEC

66

The Clan Shoppe

58

Shelter Valley Creek Golf Course

36

The Local Store PEC

72

Trentmendous

4

Willow Lifestyle Boutique

15

FINANCIAL SERVICES

HOBBY SUPPLIES/BICYCLES

HOME DESIGN
Audley Interiors

42

Barbara Wigmore Interior Design

34

Gary Page Upholstery

28

Milner Financial

9

Rousseau’s Fine Furniture

11

Nikolovsky Wealth Management

34

Simply Staging

40

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.

7

Vosburgh Home Décor

28
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HOME FURNISHINGS/DECOR/GIFTS

REAL ESTATE/DEVELOPMENT
Bosley Real Estate

12

4

Chestnut Park – Julie Aldis

78

4

Chestnut Park – Fionna Barrington

79

65

Island Park, Sienna Senior Living

16

New Amherst Homes

78

RE/MAX Collection –

76,77

Acanthus Interiors

49

Authenticity Antiques
Cheeky Bee
Country Time Furniture
and Home Décor
Gilbert & Lighthall

52

Heath Vintage & Cafe

40

James Reid Furniture

4

RE/MAX – Tony Pulla

74,75

Kingston Royal Rugs

17,81

Royal Heritage Realty –

40

Kleur Design

16

Lukes for Home

45

Royal LePage – Elizabeth Crombie

79

Retro Rewind Store

40

Wellings of Picton

66

retro & handmade

40

Your Dream Team Quinte

79

Rousseau’s Fine Furniture

11

Tugg’s Furniture

9

VanVark Electric

54

HOME IMPROVEMENT

Jacqueline Pennington

The Kim-Sam Team

RESTAURANTS & CAFES
Flame & Smith

66

Lily’s

73

Our Lucky Stars Café

4

A & E Ceramic Tile & Marble

44

The Gables Restaurant

58

Alota Tile

54

The Waring House

19

Chisholm Lumber

18

Villa Conti Oak Heights Estate Winery

61

Cole’s Timber Mart

8

Colour Concepts

28

Dickson Carpet One

7

Brighton DBIA

58

Double K Overhead Doors

61

Colborne DBIA

40

Downunder Solar Inc.

81

Northumberland County

84

EC Awnings

26

Economic Development

Ella’s Drapery & Décor

42

Fireplace Specialties

6

Greenshield Pest Control

72

Glengarry Construction

32

Anderson Equipment Sales

6

Home Hardware – Cobourg

5

Boyer Cobourg

34

Home Hardware - Colborne

40

Primitive Picture Car Co.

81

Ian Laurie Design Build

54

Kingsmill Kitchens & Bath

2

Northumberland Glass & Windows

42

Ontario Truss & Wall

43

Red Ball Radio

44

Rene’s Total Home Comfort

14

Sage Design & Construction

52

Sine’s Flooring

58

St. Lawrence Pools

3

Sunstrum Home Improvements

58

The County Fireplace Company

73

The Ensuite by EMCO

6

TimberTop Country Store

69

Trillium East Insulation Inc.

61

Vanderlaan Building Products

47

NATURE/PETS

Goods’ Garden Cat Resort

58

Northumberland County Forest

72

Out on a Limb

58

The Birdhouse Nature Store

42

PROFESSIONAL/GOVERNMENT SERVICES
McGlennon Insurance

40

Northumberland County – OAFVC

13

Office of MP Neil Ellis

53

Paul Backewich Architect

29

SMM Law Professional Corporation

35

Xplornet Communications Inc.

37

TRAVEL/TOURISM

South Pacific Journeys

52

VEHICLE SALES/SERVICE

WINE/CIDER/CRAFT BEER
The Vine Agency

29,37

Villa Conti Oak Heights Estate Winery

61

step into spring
Cheeky Bee
Candle Company
and Gallery

SHOP LOCAL
79 MAIN STREET
BRIGHTON
MADE IN CANADA

613.475.4647
willowboutique.ca
visit us on facebook
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Mailbag
Letters to the Editor
WATERSHED AND WESTBEN

great a role our hometown

We are so lucky to have both Chris Cameron and

industry has played in the

Watershed in our community! Thank you for pub-

medical field. I had no idea

lishing his two wonderful short stories, “Tree of

how important those med-

Light” (Winter, 2019/20) and “Snow Angel” (Winter

ical isotopes are for sterilizing medical equipment

traffic through the door who came because they

2020/21). I loved them both.

and for their part in cancer treatments. Bravo to

saw us in Watershed. I am a converted believer in

the men and women who toil quietly away each

the power of local magazines and specifically the

of “Tree of Light” as a Digital Concert at The Barn,

Westben was thrilled to create a musical version

day for the betterment of all of us.

well-produced content of Watershed magazine.

with narrator Frank Moore and the Westben

John Bales, Port Hope

Christine DenOuden,

...

Choruses singing from their homes. People have

Owner, Kleur Design Furniture & Decor

enjoyed it so much; they have asked us to keep it

CALE CROWE

online – and we have! Many thanks to Watershed

Thank you for bringing Northumberland gem,

WINTER READS

for not only introducing us to this wonderful story,

Cale Crowe, to the pages of Watershed in Jeanne

Any season is the time to read, but winter is best

but also for so graciously encouraging Westben

Beker’s (another Northumberland gem!) Joie de

to savour all the treats you have been saving for this

to explore it musically and share it even further!

Vivre. I have always admired Cale’s smooth vocals

special season. Bravo to Watershed and “Winter

And of course, thank you, Chris, for writing such a

and hopeful lyrics and was pleased to hear how

Reads”! Please add The Forgotten Home Child

meaningful story. What a wonderful collaboration!

modest and devoted he is to his family. Here’s to

by Genevieve Graham, Rabbit Foot Bill by Helen

Brian Finley CM

Cale’s continued success!

Humphries, Our Darkest Night by Jennifer Robson

Artistic & Managing Director

Greg Stamm, via email.

and a subscription to Our Canada magazine... all

Westben Centre for Connection & Creativity
through Music

...

...

...

good reads. Looking forward to Watershed’s “Spring

THE POWER OF LOCAL

/Summer Reads”!

We have been so impressed with the amount of

Lynn C. Bilton, Cobourg

RAYS OF HOPE

traffic and inquiries made to our shop after placing

I don’t know how many times I have walked past

an ad in Watershed magazine! Being a new busi-

the behemoth at Port Hope’s waterfront and never

ness with limited advertising dollars we were nerv-

thought much about what was going on inside.

ous about where to spend them. Within a week of

Thank you to Watershed for bringing attention to

the winter Watershed edition coming out with our

the important work at Cameco. I had no idea how

advertisement we had a noticeable increase in

Watershed looks forward to reading all your letters!
Please forward your letters to:
Watershed Magazine, 160 Joice Road,
Grafton, Ontario, K0K 2G0
or e-mail us at: info@watershedmagazine.com
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Family Owned & Operated Since 1857

‘From our Sawmill, to your Home’
T H E C H I S H O L M G R O U P O F CO M PA N I E S

Sawmill Manufacturers of Hardwood
& Softwood Lumber

Wholesale Kiln Dried
Hardwood Operation

Lumberyard | Showroom
Furniture | Building Supplies

Custom Home
Builders

www.chisholmlumber.com
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Sustainable Forest
Management Services

INSIDE
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NOTEWORTHY

HERE TO HELP

When recording artists discover they are working in a

Only about one in ten trout lilies produces seeds, but

I’ve been hearing people talk about birch syrup.
What is it and what’s it used for?

being streamed using solar-powered high-speed inter-

makes up for this shortcoming. Each plant produces a

County’s Back Forty Productions is running ahead of the

duce more bulbs and more plants, in colonies that can

As the name suggests, birch syrup is made from
the sap of birch trees, and it’s gaining popularity in
kitchens across Canada. Although it is collected and
made in roughly the same way as its better-known
sugar maple cousin, there are differences. First off,
birch syrup is not generally meant for pancakes or
waffles; its flavour is less sugary and more savoury.
It’s more likely to be used as a glaze on meat or fish
or as an extract to add dash to a wide variety of
foods and drinks.
The best syrup is made from white birch trees.
The sap runs a little later in the spring as it needs
slightly warmer temperatures than maple sap does,
and the season is shorter.
Collecting and boiling down the sap of the birch
tree requires more patience as well. It takes about
twice as much birch sap to make a decent syrup,
and keeping the temperature under control is critical. As with maple syrup, a process known as reverse
osmosis is often used – separating the pure water
from the good stuff.
For all these reasons birch syrup is harder to find
and more expensive than maple syrup. On the plus
side, the syrup is more concentrated, so you don’t
need as much.
If you decide you like birch syrup you might
want to try its relative, birch beer.

studio that is completely solar-powered or their music is

the plant’s ability to reproduce asexually more than

net, they’re always taken aback. But Prince Edward

bulb, and these bulbs generate fleshy stems that pro-

power curve and building their business on clean energy.

be decades and even centuries old.

Innovation, Page 48

Habitat, Page 70

With the support of family and friends, Lora Kirk and

The CF-105 Avro Arrow cruised at 1,100 kilometres

the restaurants, the books and the culinary fame –

burners. It was a state-of-the-art interceptor fighter-

world of adventure – one that is enriched by the land

during the height of the Cold War in the 1950s. At

than any Michelin stars in the universe.

why was it scrapped?

Lynn Crawford aren’t looking back at past successes –

per hour and topped out at 2,400 kph with full after-

they’re looking forward to exploring a whole new

bomber, designed, built and test-flown in Canada

and inspired by their two children, who shine brighter

the time, it was the best of its kind in the world. So

Joie de Vivre, Page 56

Sixty Years On, We Still Dream of the Arrow, Page 38

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“It’s spring fever. That is what the name of
it is. And when you’ve got it, you want – oh,
you don’t quite know what it is you do
want, but it just fairly makes your
heart ache, you want it so!”
MARK TWAIN
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FENCE POSTS |

WHO YOU GONNA CALL?
True Confessions from the Ninth Concession
BY DAN NEEDLES

I WAS JUST READING A PIECE in the New York
Times about how people have been fleeing the city in
droves this past year to find freedom from the pandemic. The same thing is happening in our neighbourhood and rural real estate prices have surged as
a result. What interested the Times writer was the
refugees’ discovery of how unprepared they were to
cope in a house that relies on a well and a septic tank.
A country house has a lot of moving parts that
can stop moving at any moment, and there is no
condo board to call about it. You’re on your own.
So you start picking up a lot of new skills, usually
quite soon after you hire that guy in the truck with a
hand-painted sign advertising “handyman services.”
The contact list on your cell phone skews away from
life and fitness coaches in favour of plumbers and
electricians.
My father was an actor who did not own a hammer or a screwdriver. It was painful to watch him
struggle to put a key in the lock on his own front
door. He had no idea how water, electricity or heat
got to the house. The internal combustion engine
was an impenetrable mystery to him. My brothers
and I learned very early that if something went
wrong around the house, my father would beg off,
saying he had a show to do that night and leave the
problem to us.
When I bought this abandoned farmhouse in
1978 and called the hydro office about bringing in

ILLUSTRATION BY SHELAGH ARMSTRONG

service, they told me they didn’t hook up people
who hadn’t gone through a winter here. They suggested I rent a house in the meantime and call them
next spring if I had plans to stay. I renovated the entire house without a power tool or a phone, and
during that winter I formed bonds with a few
tradespeople who are still on my cellphone contact
list to this day.
I called one of them last week when the cast-iron
faucet on the water hydrant out in the barn broke
off in my hand and sent water gushing all over the
barn floor. I got the water shut off and went searching through the hardware stores for a replacement.
But the hydrant was a model that went out of production about an hour after I bought it 25 years
ago. No parts to be found online or anywhere else.
So I purchased a new model and went home to start
digging down four feet to remove the old one. At
two feet I hit water. So I called Paul the water pump
guy who runs a massive rental shop in town and
asked him if I could get his miniature backhoe.
“What do you need that for, Dan?” he asked. (Privacy is not a thing in the rental business up here
and for good reason.)
I explained and Paul said, “No, no, no… bring
those pieces over here and we’ll get you fixed up.”
Paul Van Rental, as we call him, started out life as
a banker but about the time I moved up here he,
too, abandoned the city to build his own business

based around water pumps. He has only failed at
one thing that I know of, and that is teaching me
how to play euchre. He takes the global view on
every emergency and has the calm of a man who
has been talking people through floods for 30 years.
He took the old rod, spent ten minutes in the machine shop refitting the end for the new model
spout and sent me home with it. In a few minutes I
had water running in the barn again.
It’s one thing to learn a few skills of your own
with hammer and pipe wrench. But the real secret is
to cultivate a career-counselling committee who will
give you really good advice about what you can do
about the problem right now while the kids are crying and your wife is yelling. My call list has at most
a half dozen people who have anything to do with
the writing profession or the theatre. The rest are all
trusted voices on small motors, appliance repair, animal science, electricity, plumbing, mushrooms,
tree-felling, gunsmithing, home curing, two-cylinder John Deere tractors and jacking up aging barns.
I have the list backed up in the Cloud and on fireproof paper in a safe.
Author and playwright Dan Needles is the recipient of
the Stephen Leacock Medal for Humour. His new book,
True Confessions from the Ninth Concession (Douglas &
McIntyre), a collection from 20 years of his columns
for Watershed and other publications, is available at
bookstores.
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A SELECTION OF THINGS TO DO
AND DISCOVER ACROSS OUR REGION

MUST ADAPT
Hats off to Belleville Transit for adapting to
COVID. Rather than running almost-empty
buses on pre-existing schedules, the city uses
an app called Pantonium that automatically allocates buses to customer needs. The whole idea
crowding, and serve the community’s essential

MUST HOPE

workers at critical times with fewer vehicles, all

The artist with a canvas and the potter holding a

crucial features during pandemic times. And it

lump of clay have worked in isolation for the

seems to be working. Ridership and efficiency

past year, hoping the time will soon come when

are on their way up.

their work can be seen – not on a computer

is to reduce wait times, keep buses from over-

screen but by human eyes.

MUST GO
ZERO

Belleville’s J.M. Parrott Gallery hopes to open
its doors to the public this May with the
Quinte Arts Council’s biennial juried show and
sale. Expressions will shine a spotlight on a

You fill your blue box every week, but have you

broad spectrum of work created by talented

considered reducing the plastic you bring home

artists from across the region, bringing a

in the first place? Some local shops are making

breath of spring air to the gallery after a long

it easier to join the zero-waste movement by

winter. If COVID restrictions interfere with

providing all-natural products and bring-your-

plans for in-person attendance, the show will

own-container shopping. Check them out – the

go virtual but hope springs eternal.

next generation will thank you.

Expressions
May 6 - June 3
J.M. Parrott Gallery, Belleville
quinteartscouncil.org/programs
services/gallery/2021-expressions

Architectsdaughter.ca/collections/all
letsgozerowaste.com/places/zero-waste-store/
earth2uproducts.com
themarketsmor.com
goodplace.ca
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MUST TUNE IN
It’s true, Watershed is on the radio! We have
teamed up with The New Classical 103.1FM to
create a series of sixty-second radio spots –
“Watershed Moments” – that inform and update
you about the people, places and happenings
in our region. We’re excited to have found a
new way to connect to the community and
bring you our words surrounded by The New

MUST TAP IN

Classical 103.1FM’s sublime environment of fine
music. Stay tuned.

MUST VIEW

While we may be missing out on Maple in the

Tired of watching Netflix in your pyjamas? Film

County or the pancake breakfast at Warkworth’s

Access Northumberland (FAN), known for its

Maple Syrup Festival this year, local sugar

annual Eye2Eye Film Festival, wants to connect

shacks are still operating at full steam. There are

you to an outdoor evening of film followed by

over three dozen sap-to-syrup producers in

a Q&A session with the stars under the stars –

Watershed country. You can pick up a bottle or

including Christina Jennings, executive producer

two of liquid gold at farmers’ markets, roadside

of Murdoch Mysteries – in Cobourg’s Victoria

stands or by ordering online.

Park. For those movie buffs still at home in your

For locations, recipes and even maple nutrition tips,
check out ontariomaple.com.

loungewear, the event will be live-streamed.
Eye2EyeFilm Festival – 8 pm., Sat. June 5
Victoria Park, Cobourg
filmaccessnorthumberland.com
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BEYOND THE GARDEN GATE |

GIVING BACK
Regenerative agriculture at Quinta do Conde
shows how bio-diverse farming can benefit the soil,
the air and the appetite.
BY MICOL MAROTTI

IT COULD BE AN OVERSIMPLIFICATION TO SAY THAT

Joaquim and Amor Conde moved into their 150-year-old
farm on the banks of the Black River in search of a good
meal, but it did start with a desire to connect with their
food source.
“I was 18 years old when I immigrated to Canada from
Portugal,” recalls Joaquim.
“It didn't take much for me to adopt the fast Toronto life
and the city's fast-food culture. But by the time I was 28,
I was 60 pounds overweight.” He did an about-turn and
spent the next decade learning about food – to the point of
considering becoming a farmer.
Part of that learning process was engaging in long conversations with farmers he and Amor met at their local market
and researching organic farming techniques. They became
more and more interested in growing their own food, but
they were limited in what they could do in their urban
photograph of Amor and Joaquim by Paul Cuthbert
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backyard. “It was becoming clear that our life in the
city had run its course. Something had to change,”
Joaquim says.
That change came seven years ago when the couple left their jobs, moved to Prince Edward County
and began their project to revive the small-acreage
farm they bought. Even though the transformation
took a lot longer than they anticipated, they were
committed to using techniques that had been employed more than a hundred years ago by the farm’s
first owners.
“We wanted to see if we could really live off the
land,” says Joaquim. “We used organic farming
practices because they seemed the best way forward
after everything we had researched. That means
we only eat what we can grow, and only keep a few
animals. We also committed to no-till planting,
improving and regenerating our own soil with compost instead of chemical fertilizers.”
The organic farming practices that Joaquim describes are a growing trend among small-scale
farmers, who have rebranded this type of farming
as “regenerative agriculture.” The practice is gaining
global attention because of its potential to restore
soil fertility and counter harmful greenhouse gas
emissions.
“It’s an old and pretty basic idea,” explains
Joaquim. “Our animals graze in the pesticide-free
meadows where they scratch up the soil and create
manure. We then take the manure and mix in other
organic materials, which we then turn periodically
to generate nutrient-rich compost.”
Joaquim and Amor take that compost and add it
as a top layer to the soil, where they grow vegetables
and plant cover crops for the animals to eat.
“Instead of depleting the soil and then adding
chemical fertilizers to it, we’re restoring it naturally.”

He further improves the soil by not ploughing it
every season, thereby allowing the organisms that
live in the soil to break it up naturally. This
process improves the soil’s water retention, both
preventing erosion and inhibiting waste from
seeping into nearby waterways. He also plants
cover crops in the off-season. While these crops
protect the soil, they offer the bonus of helping to
remove harmful carbon dioxide from the air by
capturing it and locking it into the soil as beneficial organic carbon.
Joaquim stresses that the key is diversity. “We
named our farm Quinta do Conde from the Portuguese words for a ‘traditional bio-diverse agricultural estate’ because we are committed to maintaining this natural ecosystem. Everything works
together so we don’t need to buy expensive feed, or
compost, or even rent pasture land.”
Their pride in the farm’s diversity influenced the
couple’s next big decision.
“We were always inviting friends over for al fresco
dinners, and they loved touring the farm and understanding how their meal was grown and raised.
We decided to host a ‘harvest dinner’ to show others how organic farming works. After the first dinner, we had such a good time we couldn’t wait to do
more,” Joaquim says.
The couple’s “table-at-the-farm” harvest dinners
are lively experiences where guests tour the farm
while local chefs prepare traditional Portuguese
dishes with ingredients from the farm. Braised
lamb or pork, artisanal cheeses and charcuterie
share space on oversized platters with grilled peppers and home-baked breads. Joaquim even makes
his own wine. Once a year he travels to Portugal
and crafts olive oil in micro-batches, working with
a certified organic farmer whom he visits during
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the olive harvest in October and November.
They’ve also started offering workshops for
children and adults, where every class is a handson experience, in addition to operating a farm
store where they sell seasonal products and Amor’s
antiques.
Even though some of Quinta do Conde’s activities have been put on hold during the pandemic,
the farm’s diversity has helped keep their business
thriving.
“We feel very fortunate to be here on the farm
during this time because our work hasn’t stopped.
We’re able to produce enough food that we can
even contribute to alleviating some of the pressure
on the larger supply chain. Our farm has evolved
organically, and we now have a solid plan that is as

diverse as life on the farm.”
It’s been seven years since Joaquim and Amor
Conde left the bustle of the city to harmonize with
nature in Prince Edward County. Was their search
for a better meal worth their lifestyle change?
Joaquim responds without hesitation. “Absolutely!
We’re the ultimate foodies, Amor and I. We now
live a zero-mile diet and we want everybody to
experience it too!”
He adds, “The pandemic has taught us a lot of
things about how connected we are to each other,
and to the natural world. We don’t expect everybody to do what we did, but my hope is that people come out of this experience and think about
living more in harmony with the natural world
around us.”

“We are committed
to maintaining this
natural ecosystem.
Everything works
together so we don’t
need to buy expensive
feed or compost,
or even rent
pasture land.”
JOAQUIM CONDE
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TAKING
THE SHOW
ON THE
ROAD
BY TOM CRUICKSHANK

It’s not your imagination. Movie
crews have discovered our corner
of the countryside. COVID may
have dealt the film industry a
blow, but it’ll soon be back in
action.
MY WIFE IS A MURDOCH MYSTERIES SUPERFAN.

I swear she has seen every episode at least twice, even more
as we sit out the COVID lockdown. If you don’t know – and
every Canuck worth his or her maple leaf should know –
Murdoch is a CBC-TV series, a rare genuinely Canadian hit
that has been running since 2008. Set in the early years of
the 20th century, it follows dreamy detective William Murdoch as he uses his uncanny intuition and innovative technology to solve murders in Edwardian Toronto. It’s a clever
whodunit with plenty of plot twists, but what my wife likes
most is how it deals with modern subject matter and social
issues in a turn-of-the-century context.
Me, I like Murdoch because I’m a history buff, especially
when it comes to vintage architecture. More times than I
can count, I’ve seen local landmarks used for location
shooting and, much to my wife’s chagrin, I’m prone to
far left: Cyrus Lane (Newsome) and Yannick Bisson (Murdoch)
prepare to film a scene on location in Port Hope; photograph
by Stephen Scott
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pointing them out while we’re watching the plot
unfold.
“That was shot on the beach in Cobourg!” I exclaim as we watch Murdoch’s wife go for a stroll
along the “Toronto” waterfront. “I recognize the
pergola on the boardwalk.” As a group of people
pushes past her, one of them falls dead, a victim of
foul play. The action heats up as the cops pursue the
culprit across a lawn, but I’m more smitten with the
location. “They’re running through Victoria Park
toward King Street,” I tell my wife.
My wife rolls her eyes. “Do you HAVE to ruin
every episode for me?”
Thinking the better of it, I refrain from telling her
that the building they use as the Toronto railway
station is actually Victoria Hall on King Street. I recognize the arched stonework.
LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION

Cobourg is not the only local town to have hosted a
movie shoot in recent years. In fact, as Toronto becomes more and more important as a hub for the
film industry, the small towns within a day’s drive
are reaping the benefits, too. Indeed, it’s pretty
much a sure thing that you’ve recently seen some-
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thing – a movie, a TV show or even a commercial –
that was shot in Cobourg, Trenton, the County or
some other locale in Watershed country, even if the
location wasn’t easily recognizable. But the place
that has benefited most – hands down – is Port
Hope, which has a couple of aces up its sleeve. “Not
only are we closest to the studios in Toronto, we
also have the best preserved main street in Ontario,”
says Kevin Narraway who, among other duties as
the town’s marketing and tourism manger, fields
inquiries from movie producers. “Any project that
requires that quintessential small-town feel need
look no further.”
It was precisely this quality that enabled Port
Hope to score a huge coup in 2016, when it was
chosen for much of the principal photography for
It, a film based on the Stephen King novel, which
was destined to become the highest grossing horror
movie in a generation.
Set in 1980s Derry, a fictional New England town,
the movie follows a gang of pre-teens who are
haunted by a malevolent circus clown – it’s a kind
of Stand by Me with an evil monster. With much of
the shoot already committed to a studio in Toronto,
perhaps it was only natural to turn to Port Hope for

some authentic small-town backgrounds and scenic
locations. “It helped,” adds Kevin, “that Mike Bruce,
locations manager for the filmmakers, grew up in
Campbellford.”
In July, a crew of about 400 people – count ’em,
400! – descended into town. Not just the cast and
the director, but carpenters and camera operators,
too. Gaffers and gofers; key grips and dolly grips;
dressers and prop masters; vintage car-owners and
vintage costumers; makeup artists and hairdressers.
“It was like the circus had come to town,” Kevin
quips. When the cameras started to roll, Port Hope
town hall had been transformed into the Derry
library. Key scenes were shot in the bandshell in a
downtown park. Several Walton Street shopfronts
were re-signed to suit the script. And front and
centre, there’s no mistaking the Capitol Theatre.
Perhaps what is most remarkable is that the shoot
was completed in less than two weeks and that the
cast and crew disappeared almost as quickly as they
had arrived.
And then, It was such a smash that they returned
again in 2018 to shoot the sequel.
Bragging rights only go so far, and to be honest,
municipalities don’t charge enough in permit fees –

opposite page photos from left to right by: Christine Reid, Stephen Scott, Jan Thijs; photos above courtesy Halfire Entertainment; Legendary Pictures and Universal
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in the neighbourhood of $1,000 a day – to make a
movie shoot worth their while. Nevertheless, there
is a very sound financial reason why towns like Port
Hope fall over themselves to attract film crews. “The
economic spin-off is huge,” says Kevin, noting that
while in town, a movie crew eats at local restaurants, sources props at local stores, buys building
materials at the local lumber yard, rents local office
space and sleeps over at local hotels and B&Bs. “Add
it all up and It alone injected about $1.8 million
into our economy.” What’s more, Kevin says with a
hint of pride, “That’s without the town spending a
dime on new infrastructure.”
FOCUSING ON THE FUTURE

As economic stimulus goes, this is pretty easy
money, but these days, there are a lot of other towns
eager for a piece of the pie. “Toronto is such a major
production centre that any smart town in or near
the GTA would be wise to set up a film office and
pick up some of the overflow,” says Albert Botha, a
veteran line producer and filmmaker who lives in
Alnwick/Haldimand Township (and is Watershed’s
art director’s other half!) “In 2019,” he says, quoting
industry figures, “343 productions were filmed in
Ontario, supporting 44,540 jobs. It was a record
year that generated some $2.16 billion to the economy, an increase of 15 percent over 2018.” No doubt
about it – that’s good economic news, especially at a
time when many traditional industries are in the
doldrums.
“If just a fraction of that can be siphoned our way
here in eastern Ontario, it’s as good for the local
economy as attracting a new factory,” advises Albert, adding, “But it won’t happen by accident: any
locale that wants in on the action has to make a
plan.” With this in mind, Albert and a committee of
other filmmakers and like-minded volunteers recently petitioned the provincial government to
kick-start a $25 million fund – the South-Eastern
Ontario Production Accelerator Fund or SEOPAF –
whose goal is to further attract film companies to
our area. Modelled after a similar effort in northern
Ontario, Albert envisions it as a kind of one-stop
shopping for producers looking for the best place to
shoot their projects. Part of its mandate is to help

co-ordinate location shooting and suggest venues
that could serve as studio or office space, but most
of all, SEOPAF hopes to provide subsidies to worthy
productions that are shot here. If it sounds like a lot
of money, “Remember, every dollar invested in film
generates another $5 to the economy,” says Albert.
“Besides, Toronto’s film industry is working almost
at capacity, so it’s a no-brainer to try to spread the
wealth to a region like ours.”
Toronto’s rise as a player in the film industry is
the result of many factors, among them the exchange on the dollar, favourable tax incentives,
NAFTA and TIFF. Moreover, large swaths of the city
have a certain architectural ambiguity that doesn’t
stand out from the crowd, which makes Toronto
ideal for American directors keen on a look that
could be Anytown, USA. Today, Toronto is the third
largest centre for film and television production in
North America (after L.A. and New York) and
home to any number of film and animation studios, including the enormous 11-acre Pinewood
Studios in the Docklands. It boasts no fewer than 11
sound stages and is large enough to attract the
biggest of big-budget productions.
For some time now, it’s been full steam ahead for
the film industry, but while 2019 was a banner year,
2020 was anything but. “We booked only two days
of shooting last year,” remarks Kevin Narraway, explaining that over past years, the roster was full. In
fact, Port Hope has had to limit the number of film
shoots to 20 days a year, which is about as much as
townspeople will tolerate lest the blocked streets,
rerouted traffic and other inconveniences of location shooting turn into a nuisance. “We certainly
didn’t have to worry about that in 2020.”
The culprit, of course, was the pandemic, which
forced all of us to adjust to new and unforeseen circumstances. For the film industry, entire projects
about to go into production were cancelled or
shelved. Scriptwriters went back to the drawing
board to reconfigure scenes so that they could be

While in town, a
movie crew eats at
local restaurants,
sources props at
local stores, buys
building materials
at the local lumber
yard, rents local
office space and
sleeps over at local
hotels and B&Bs.

starting on opposite page from
left to right: Director Ryan Noth
and cinematographer Tess Girard
of Fifth Town Films filming Drifting
Snow in PEC; Murdoch (Yannick
Bisson) chasing Roger Newsome
(Cyrus Lane, left) in Port Hope;
The Offer produced by Chad Maker
and Hugh Dillon in Cobourg; the
set of Alias Grace in Kingston; the
set of Crimson Peak at Springer
Market Square in Kingston
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shot according to COVID protocols: fewer people
in a conversation, fewer or no extras in the background, fewer fight scenes, and certainly no kissing.
And worst of all, no… or less location shooting.
“Between 30 and 35 percent of a typical Murdoch
episode is shot on location,” says Stephen Montgomery, who has been a producer on the show since
2011. Last year, thanks to pandemic precautions, the
figure was down to the low 20s. “Location shooting
has a much bigger footprint than the studio or our
backlot,” he explains. “The crew is spread out more
and the scenes are bigger in scope, involving more
personnel.” Indeed, it has just been simpler – and
safer – to film on a closed sound stage during the
pandemic.
Stephen can’t wait till COVID blows over, and a
day on location can once again be a treat for the
cast and crew. “Location shooting lets us venture
outside our normal routine,” he says. “It’s like having a field trip at school.” After 14 seasons, he and
the rest of the Murdoch crew have it down to a science. On location, they are usually working on two
episodes at once and every detail is worked out in
advance. Before the cameras roll, each shot has been
planned while a crew has already been on hand for
several days, dressing the street to hide parking meters, mailboxes, electric signs, fire hydrants and anything else that would not be true to the show’s turnof-the-century setting.
“When choosing a location, we specifically look
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for towns that have retained their heritage, which
minimizes the amount of manipulation we have to
do on site or in post-production,” confides Stephen.
This alone explains why Murdoch keeps coming
back to Port Hope and Cobourg, but truth to tell,
they’d perhaps visit us more often if not for a specific proviso in Ontario’s tax incentives policy: “Financially, we are a tax-driven show and sometimes
we need to select locations that are well outside the
GTA – one-and-a-half to two hours away – to quality for an additional regional tax credit.”
No amount of preparation can guarantee that a
location shoot will go off without a hitch. “Sometimes, a scene takes longer than anticipated and we
risk losing daylight,” continues Stephen. “But the
big wild card is weather. We just can’t re-create the
sun.” Indeed, factors beyond anyone’s control can
turn a production into a logistical nightmare whose
costs quickly spin out of control. Even if all goes as
planned, location shooting is still inherently more
expensive than filming in a studio: and it can add
up to 30 percent to the budget.
SO WHY DO IT AT ALL?

The answer is easy: it’s an artistic choice, one that
greatly adds visual interest to a movie and brings
authenticity to a script. Scenic locations lend a genuine quality that can be an integral part of the storytelling. Just ask Katie Corbridge, a producer who
recently worked on Jump, Darling, an indie feature
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about a young gay man who learns some unexpected life lessons from his ailing grandmother. Filmed
in Prince Edward County pre-COVID, it boasts a
Hollywood star – the late Cloris Leachman, in one
of her final major roles – but just as important is its
setting. Jump, Darling wasn’t just shot in the County; it is also set in the County. And Prince Edward’s
familiar rural landscapes and lakeside vistas contribute enormously to the mood of the film, especially when contrasted to other parts of the story
shot in the city.
As production commenced in the summer of 2019,
that County vibe wasn’t lost on cast and crew. “We
wanted to create the esprit de corps that comes with
holing up together on location, like going to camp,”
says Katie. “When we shoot on location, it allows
everyone involved to live in the world of the movie.”
Certainly, everyone fell in love with Prince Edward, including Ms. Leachman, who extended her
stay with her daughter in a rented lakeside bungalow near Wellington. And as shooting progressed,
the County became less of a backdrop and more
and more important to the narrative, as if it was a
supporting character in the script. Ask any filmmaker, whether they’re shooting a horror flick like
It, a personal drama like Jump, Darling, or a weekly
detective series like Murdoch Mysteries, and you’ll
soon learn that that is the ultimate goal. It’s the reason location shooting continues to flourish.
It’s another night of COVID binge-viewing and my
wife and I are watching a rerun of Murdoch from
2016 on Netflix. Two of Murdoch’s constables escort a star witness down a “Toronto” avenue. “That
was filmed on John Street in Port Hope!” I exclaim.
As they walk by the Carlyle restaurant, the witness
is shot dead from the balcony of a nearby house. I
recognize the house immediately. Almost any selfrespecting local resident would. “That’s the blue
house, you know, the one beside the Beamish
House pub!” Once again, my wife rolls her eyes.

Anneke Russell

Sarah Jacob

The Fleming Building
1005 Elgin Street West, Suite 205
Cobourg, Ontario, K9A 5J4
tel: 905-372-3395 or
fax: 905-372-1695
email: hello@smmlaw.com

smmlaw.com

NOT QUITE YOUR
GRANDMOTHER’S
MURDOCH MYSTERIES
Ginny and Georgia took Netflix screens by storm
when it debuted in February. The show is just the
latest in a long string of movie and TV productions
to use local sites for filming.
The slick comedy-drama seems to offer something
for viewers of all ages. And for anyone paying attention to social media, it was hard to miss the outburst by superstar Taylor Swift when one of the
show’s characters made a reference to her love life.
Ginny and Georgia struck gold: the show shot to
the top of the ratings charts and stayed there.
The mother-daughter coming-of-age series, which
stars Brianne Howey and Antonia Gentry, has been

Watch carefully and you might just catch a glimpse
of a familiar Watershed locale in any number of
movies and TV shows that were filmed here.

likened to a modern, cool Gilmore Girls. It follows
teenaged Ginny Miller – and all the angst that comes
with her age – and her single mom, Georgia as they
leave behind a sketchy past and try to restart their
lives in the suburbs of small Massachusetts town.
And that Massachusetts town looks very familiar.
As the show unfolds, it’s easy to pick out Georgia
shopping at Audrey’s In Town Fashions or Ginny
working at the El Camino restaurant. You’ll spot familiar landmarks like Victoria Hall, the bandshell at
Victoria Park, and lots of Cobourg side streets. It’s
also fun to keep an eye out for familiar Canadian
actors including veterans from Degrassi, Kim’s Convenience, and Schitt’s Creek.

Ginny and Georgia (2021) – This chick flick drama
filmed in Cobourg created a social media frenzy
with one pointed line that referenced the number
of Taylor Swift’s boyfriends.

It (released 2017) and It: Chapter Two (2019) – Port
Hope shines as the archetypal small town in these
adaptations of Stephen King’s unnerving book
about a menacing circus clown.

Schitt’s Creek (2019) – There’s no mistaking Port
Hope’s Capitol Theatre as the venue in Season 5 of
the smash Canadian sitcom.

Murdoch Mysteries (ongoing) – Cobourg and Port
Hope often stand in for early 20th-century Toronto
in this highly popular Canadian detective show.

Drifting Snow (2021) – Starring Sonja Smits, Jonas
Bonnetta, and Colin Mochrie, this Fifth Town Film
production was shot primarily in the County.

Jump, Darling (2021) – The County landscape almost steals the show from the late Cloris Leachman
in her final screen appearance.

The Offer (2015) – Directed by Cobourg’s Winnifred
Jong and produced by Chad Maker and Hugh Dillon,
The Offer is a quirky short film shot in Cobourg.

Graham Andrews

Real Estate
Wills
Estates
Powers of Attorney
Estate Planning
Family Law
Land Development
Landlord/Tenant
Business Law
Litigation
Small Claims
Environmental Law
Construction Liens
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find YOUR adventure
Casual, family-friendly, 9-hole executive course.
Tranquil and walkable along creek, ponds
and through mature cedar forest.
Family owned and operated for over 30 years.
Fully licensed. Home-made food.
Baked goods. Power carts.
Lessons available.

sheltervalleycreek.ca
1225 Shelter Valley Road, Grafton

905.349.3003
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clothing
footwear
packs
camping
paddle sports
and more

90 KING ST WEST
COBOURG

289.252.2090

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/GREENCANOEOUTFITTERS
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SIXTY
YEARS ON, I
WE STILL
DREAM
OF THE
ARROW
The Avro Arrow was a beautiful
machine. It still would be, if there
were any left. Orland French recalls
the romance and mystique of the
Canadian supersonic superstar
that never was.
BY ORLAND FRENCH

ILLUSTRATIONS BY CARL WIENS
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WAS 13 WHEN THE FIRST AVRO ARROW

was rolled out for public viewing in 1957. Sharp,
clean lines. A magnificent delta-wing design.
A dazzling white coat of paint. A futuristic twinengine supersonic interceptor.
It was Canadian. It was acknowledged as the best
of its kind in the world. Man, it made us swell with
patriotic pride. I soon had a gleaming plastic model
of an Arrow on my homework desk.
That was probably 40 years before I had my personal Arrow moment. I had travelled to Barry’s Bay
to meet an author about the creation of a history
book on the Polish community in the area. Her
surname was Zurakowski, but I made no connection until she asked me if I knew her husband. “No,
I don’t think so,” I said. “Yes, I think you do. Come
with me.” She led me to another room where there
was a balding, lean man I didn’t recognize immediately, except there was a huge portrait of an Arrow
in flight on the wall behind him.
I realized with a shock I was in the presence of
Janusz Zurakowski, the famous chief test pilot of
the Avro Arrow. After the Arrow project was suddenly cancelled in 1959, he retired from flying and
he and his wife Anna moved to Kamaniskeg Lake
near Barry’s Bay in eastern Ontario, where they
built and operated Kartuzy Lodge. Janusz told me
he had picked out the site while he was on an
Arrow test flight over the area. Janusz and Anna
have both passed away.
If you are under the age of 50, you may not have
a clue what I’m talking about. The CF-105 Avro
Arrow was a state-of-the-art twin-engine all-weather
interceptor fighter-bomber, designed, built and
test-flown in Canada during the height of the Cold
War in the 1950s. It was the best of its kind in the
world at the time. It really was. It cruised at 1,100
kilometres per hour and topped out at 2,400 kph
with full afterburners.
It was designed to knock down Soviet bombers as
they flew over Canada on their way to attack the
United States, a task it may have been quite good at,
if it had gotten the chance.
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left to right: then Prime Minister John Diefenbaker; opening ceremony with a crowd milling around the Avro CF-105 Arrow RL201

from left to right photograpsh courtesy Library and Archives Canada, CASM Archives; HS-75270

CANADIAN PRIDE POWERS A LEGEND

The history of the Arrow project has its roots in the
1930s, when the Avro Aircraft Company manufactured the Hawker Hurricane and the Lancaster
bomber for the Royal Air Force. C. D. Howe, one
of the brilliant industrialists in Mackenzie King’s
cabinet, obtained the licensing rights to produce the
Lancaster in Canada. By the end of Second World
War, more than 120,000 Canadians were working in
the aviation industry, 25,000 of them women. But
when the war ended, so did the work.
Howe and others determined that Canada could
build one of the finest aviation industries in the
world. National pride was at a peak. We had established a reputation as a strong, reliable ally. We had
fought our way up through Italy and up the beaches
at Normandy, we had swept the Germans out of
Holland and we had the fourth largest navy fleet in
the world.
The Royal Canadian Air Force, which had barely
existed at the beginning of Second World War,
had made a name for itself: approximately 10,000
Canadians would lose their lives in training accidents, in the skies over Europe or in prisoners of
war camps. After the war, the RCAF was reduced in
size to a peacetime role. But the Cold War between
East and West was beginning to heat up. Although
Canada did not enter any aircraft in the Korean
War, Canadian fighter pilots flew F-86 Sabres on
exchange duty missions with the US Air Force,
shooting down a couple of the much-vaunted Sovietbuilt MiGs.
During the 1950s, the Soviet bomber threat grew.
And if there was going to be a nuclear war between
the US and the Soviet Union, the direct approach to
America was going to be right over Canada. During
those years, the RCAF had numerous aircraft that
were suitable for low-level combat; but we had
nothing capable of intercepting a bomber at high

altitudes. To protect our turf, and the Americans
to the south, Canada decided to build a high-flying
supersonic interceptor to meet and knock down
invading Soviet bombers. And so the Avro Arrow
was born.
When we built the Arrow, early testing suggested
it was going to be the best and fastest jet fighter
in the world. Why then did it never really get off
the ground? The trouble was that the Arrows were
terribly expensive to design and build. Completion
of the project and production of the aircraft was
estimated to carry a price tag around $2 billion (an
over-the-moon figure in the 1950s). In addition, the
dawn of the space program and the possibility of
threats from satellites and intercontinental missiles
threatened the Arrow’s very usefulness.
Early on, some military officials were questioning
the program.

When we built
the Arrow, early
testing suggested it
was going to be the
best and fastest jet
fighter in the world.
Why then, did it
never really get
off the ground?

DIEFENBAKER WIELDS THE AXE

Play a word-association game with older Canadians: Say “Avro Arrow.” If the person is over 60 years
old, they are likely to reply, “John Diefenbaker.”
Prime Minister John Diefenbaker stopped the
project abruptly in 1959. The government made the
decision, but he was the designated villain for two
reasons: killing the project and then, especially,
ordering all the completed planes (five plus a nearly
finished sixth) to be chopped up and destroyed,
along with all plans and blueprints so that the plane
could never fly again. Only one forward section of
one aircraft, including the cockpit, was saved for
display in a museum.
Politically, Dief got a raw deal. The Arrow project
had been approved and initiated six years earlier
under the Liberal government of Louis St. Laurent.
From the beginning it was recognized as an ambitious undertaking. As it proceeded and costs began
to roll up out of control, there was considerable nailWATERSHED 41
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biting in the Liberal cabinet. By 1957, the Liberals
were quietly conceding the project would likely be
cancelled, but not right away. It was an election year,
and the Liberals did not want the loss of 14,000 jobs
in Toronto staining their record. They decided they
would cancel the project after the election.
To their surprise, the Conservatives won a minority government on June 10. Suddenly Diefenbaker
was holding the Arrow hot potato. But, like the
Liberals, he was not likely to lay off thousands of
workers when he held only a minority in the House.
However, in the election of March 31, 1958, Diefenbaker won a whopping majority, and he could do
whatever he wanted in Parliament. The Arrow was
doomed.
In August 1958, Canada’s Chiefs of Staff concluded
the Arrow was becoming a liability. Diefenbaker
issued a writing-on-the-wall press release on Sept.
23, 1958: “...as the age of missiles appears certain to
lead to a major reduction in the need for fighter
aircraft, Canada cannot expect to support a large
industry developing and producing aircraft solely
for diminishing Canada defence requirements.”
THE SPACE AGE ARRIVES

photograpshs courtesy CASM Archives; HS-PR1057

Diefenbaker’s warning came almost a year after the
first Arrow was rolled out into bright sunshine on
October 4, 1957 to the admiring applause of thousands of workers and supporters. The irony of the
day was that, far overhead, a 180-pound basketball-

size satellite, Russia’s Sputnik I, was spinning around
the earth every 90 minutes. It had been launched
that very morning. Although no one was ready to
admit it, the age of interceptor aircraft was dead.
The Arrow might as well have been called the Dodo.
I can clearly remember that day. Not for the
Arrow roll-out, but for Sputnik. I came down to
breakfast in our sun-splashed kitchen, and my Dad
was listening anxiously and sombrely to a radio
news broadcast about the launching of the first
Russian satellite. Although I was only 13, I had been
indoctrinated with the propaganda of the day. I was
well aware that the Russians were evil and this was
not good. “Beep, beep, beep,” the satellite taunted, as
it soared invisibly overhead.
Yet the Avro crew continued to build working

The CF-105 Avro
Arrow was the best
of its kind in the
world at the time.
It cruised at 1,100
kilometres per hour
and topped out at
2,400 kph with full
afterburners.
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Arrows: models RL-201 through RL-205. Chief test
pilot Janusz Zurakowsky became the face, the heart
and the soul of the mystical aircraft. The home base
for the Arrows was the Avro plant in Malton, and
only once did an Arrow rest its wheels on a tarmac
away from home. It was on a test flight when an
accident by another aircraft closed the Malton runway. The Arrow had to stay overnight at CFB Trenton.
As a nation we were so proud of our national accomplishment in a world of evolving aeronautical
technology. And then, our optimism collapsed. On
February 20, 1959, Diefenbaker ordered the immediate cessation of the Arrow program. Avro fired
14,000 workers right away. That was the first shoe to
drop. The second, shortly after, was the order to destroy every aircraft and all blueprints and plans. The
planes were cut up by acetylene torches on the spot.
THE ARROW MYSTIQUE

The Arrow mystique has a tremendous number of
followers. More than 60 years after its brief lifespan, the Arrow continues to inspire books and
magazine articles and films in North America and
Europe. In June, 2020, the BBC published a lengthy
article titled “The record-breaking jet which still
haunts a country.” The article featured a dazzling
photo of an Arrow in flight (even today it still looks
futuristic). In 1997 the CBC produced an acclaimed

four-part mini-series starring Dan Aykroyd. With
some amendments, the series has been rebroadcast
a number of times and inspired a Heritage Moment.
As for books, you could fill a library. And some
people have. One of them was Peter Zuuring, who
spent thousands of hours researching a series of
books on the Arrow. He wrote in The Arrow Scrapbook, “It never ceases to amaze me that a project of
this magnitude, started in 1953 and worked on so
diligently by thousands of people for six years,
could be so utterly destroyed by a handful of determined officials in a matter of days.”
As soon as the project was killed, the mystique of
the Arrow was born. Could one of the aircraft have
escaped destruction?
Writer June Callwood speculated that one did.
She had already written about the Arrow and its
Orenda engines. In a reflective article in Maclean’s
Magazine in 1997, nearly 40 years later, she wrote of
being startled out of bed on the morning after the
project was cancelled: “Our house is in Toronto’s
west end but distant enough from the airport that
we rarely hear planes. The next morning, I was wakened before dawn by the loudest airplane engine
sound I had ever heard. Its shattering roar filled the
sky for a long moment and then suddenly was gone.
‘The Arrow!’ I thought in amazement. ‘Nothing else
could make such a racket. Someone has flown an

Arrow to safety.”’
“Maybe somewhere,” she mused, “perhaps
packed in straw in a barn, one poignant Arrow remains.”
Derek Baldwin, a Belleville writer and reporter,
has written dozens of Arrow-related stories, which
have appeared all over North America. He is always
astounded by the attention the topic receives. When
he wrote a story last September about the discovery
of an Arrow test model in Lake Ontario, the internet recorded a huge number of hits. This was sixty
years after the Arrow project was killed.
He says, “The enduring legacy and myth following the cancellation of the Avro Arrow on that Black
Friday is remarkable given the relative short memory usually demonstrated by the public regarding
major national scandals. Decades on, we still seem
to be unwilling to forget the day a so-called symbol
of hope and a brighter tomorrow was taken from
us. Canada’s self-imposed demise of the Arrow is a
real-life fable of classic, unrequited love, forever destined to lie beyond our grasp. Purely and simply, the
Arrow is a tale that invokes powerful human emotions of loss even to this day.”
And it’s not just we Canadians; the Arrow continues to attract international attention. In the BBC article published last June, Mark Piesing wrote, “The
project was genuinely groundbreaking. Avro’s engi-

Belleville’s finest specialty stores
serving the quinte and prince edward county area

Distinctively Chic...Your trusted ladies’ wear
Boutique in Eastern Ontario EST 1979
12 GROVE STREET

l

BELLEVILLE ON

613.966.5754
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left to right: welcoming Zurakowski after testing the Avro CF-105 Arrow RL201; transferring design instructions onto a master glass cloth for the reproduction of parts.

neers had been allowed to build a record-breaker
without compromise. But Canadians would soon
discover that the supersonic age had made aviation
projects so expensive that only a handful of countries could carry them out – and Canada, unfortunately, wasn’t one of them.”
SIXTY YEARS LATER, THE LEGACY THRIVES

In recent years the mystique has been kept alive by
search and discovery missions looking for pieces
of Arrow models that were test-fired over Lake
Ontario. One-eighth scale, the models were boosted
by rockets into free flight over Lake Ontario. The
models – nine altogether – had been fired from a
military property at Point Petre on the southwest
corner of Prince Edward County. A project named
Raise the Arrow! was organized and sponsored by
Osisko Mining of Toronto. Osisko’s president and

CEO John Burzynski lives in Prince Edward County
not far from the underwater graves of the Arrow
models. He says he caught the Arrow bug when he
read about the discovery of the Franklin expedition
ships which had been lost in the Arctic in 1845.
Archaeologists found the ships nearly perfectly
preserved in the cold water.
He began thinking about the Arrow models and
wondering what condition they would be in – if
they could be found. He determined to go looking.
“We initiated this program with the idea of bringing
back a piece of lost Canadian history to the Canadian public,” he says. “This project is a proud reminder
of what we as Canadians have done, what we Canadians do, and what we Canadians can do.”
Raise the Arrow! recovered two of the models.
Unfortunately, high-speed collisions with the water
(at about 800 kph) had twisted and mangled the

models, although the distinctive delta wing was still
identifiable. They were also covered with mussels.
Recognizing that the rest will probably be in the
same condition, John Burzynski is uncertain
whether the search will be renewed.
Was that dark day when the Arrow died the end of
our national aeronautical pride? Not at all. Many
Canadian engineers who were employed at Avro
were snapped up within days for the American space
development program. They helped put men on the
moon, and Canada’s contribution to space exploration continues. There is Canadian physical content
and brain power invested in the current NASA Perseverance rover exploration of Mars. In the next two
years, we will place a Canadian aboard the fourperson Artemis II mission to the moon.
We didn’t waste our time on the Arrow. We were
just getting started.

from left to right: photograpshs courtesy CASM Archives; CASM-4185, HS-56983
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W AT E R S H E D P R E S E N T S

LOVIN’ THE LOCAL
We’re Lovin’ the Local: A showcase of locally made
and locally inspired products that reflect the heart and soul
of entrepreneurs rooted in Watershed Country

CONCANNON CUSTOM WOODWORK
Designing and creating affordable custom furniture
and home decor to suit your style.
– Instagram: @concannoncustomwoodwork –

RAWDON CREEK SOAP
Handcrafted cold-processed soap lovingly
produced in small batches in Stirling.
– rawdoncreeksoap.com –

North Star has earned an enviable reputation for
producing high-quality and energy efficient windows
and doors.

SCANDISKIN
Inspired by timeless Nordic wellness rituals and
hand-made in micro batches in Bloomfield.
– scandiskin.com –

EARTH2U PRODUCTS
A young and inspiring entrepreneur preserving
the environment one cotton mesh bag at a time!
– earth2uproducts.com –

Tested and certified by both the Canadian Standards
Association and American Architectural Manufacturers
Association, all of North Star’s windows and doors
not only meet or exceed all industry standards, they
meet our own high standards. And we back them
with a transferable, limited lifetime warranty
to prove it.

EDELWEISS STUDIO + STATIONERY
Individually created, stunning letterpress stationery.
Typography and print design done right.
– edelweissstudio.ca –

VINOLICIOUS
Artisanal wine jellies in gourmet flavours made from
the finest wines, champagnes and proseccos.
– vinolicious.ca –

13 LOYALIST DR. BRIGHTON
613.475.3684
www.vanderlaanbuilding.com
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SUNSHINE ON THE BACK FORTY
Prince Edward County’s Solar-powered Production Studio
BY LONELLE SELBO PHOTOGRAPHS BY SEAN FERGUSON PHOTOGRAPHY

THE UNFARMED, WOODED ACRES situated deep into every parcel

of land allocated to County farmers in 1872 were often referred to by
their owners as “the back forty.” For the most part, this land was shaded
under a heavy tree canopy, so when County-born Canadian recording
artist Caleb Hutton made the decision to convert his entire Back Forty
Productions studio to solar power – it felt kinda revolutionary.
Caleb and his sister Meg carved out their place in the music industry
while still in high school, when they became “Instant Rivalry,” an
alt-rock-turned-country band that would go on to produce a number
of records and live events. They soon achieved a reputation for their
artist- and cause-driven collaborations. “I’ve always had a clear
picture of recording and a sound,” Caleb says. “Meg and I used to
record in studios and always had production issues, so I decided to
turn our old jam space into a full-service studio.” The space was on
his grandparents’ 150-year-old County farm, and the name, Back
Forty Productions, was a tribute.
clockwise from left to right: Caleb in the studio; celebrating with sister Megan
and Steve Van Dusen
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“Artists are always surprised to hear that they are working on a project
that is completely solar-powered.” CALEB HUTTON
The decision to let the sunlight into Back Forty
was a major step in the business’s evolution. Eight
years before, Caleb began building the infrastructure to house podcasts and video development, but
the unreliable local internet kept the expansion
shelved.
Then in early 2019, things changed. The siblings
struck up a friendship with Picton’s Steve Van Dusen,
CEO of Tri-Canadian Energy (TCE) and Tri-Canadian Communications (TCC). “We believed in his
business,” says Caleb, “and he believed in us.” They
called on Tri-Canadian Energy to sponsor a youth
music program that Instant Rivalry was producing
with the Recreational Outreach Centre – it would
be the first in a number of partnership projects
together. That same year, Back Forty put on a completely solar-powered outdoor concert with TCE
and began to make plans around Instant Rivalry’s
new album release, Whiskey and Lead.
Steve Van Dusen had a vision of a solar-powered
island, and that island was Prince Edward County.
And it’s true, the pursuit of clean, renewable energy
and opportunities to adopt it are two of the most
critical topics of our time, and the County is as
good a candidate as any. There are no corners of the
globe that are immune to the effects of climate
change, and positive action will as likely occur
through choices made by individuals and small
businesses as by large corporations.
“I visited Steve’s house in February of 2020 and
had my first cup of solar-powered coffee,” Caleb
remembers. “It wasn’t different in the way it tasted

or looked, but something clicked, and the feeling
I got from that cup of coffee was my first step to
lowering my carbon footprint.” Soon, Back Forty
Productions, TCE and TCC were partnering up to
be the first 100% solar-internet and solar-powered
recording studio.
“The world is changing and so is the music industry,” Caleb continues. “These days we can offer
services that others can’t, and also leave a smaller
carbon footprint.” The studio aims to change minds
by modelling behaviour, and this refit was no exception. “We’ve always endeavoured to be a leader in the
field. We were pushing back against the common
perception of how music should be, while encouraging the artists we worked with to do the same.”
At first glance and listen, Back Forty looks just
like any other recording studio. There are no cumbersome wires, solar panels or batteries in view. All
the panels are on the exterior roof of the studio,
feeding into an inverter outside that runs into the
house and hooks up to the pre-existing fuse panel.
“Artists are always surprised to hear that they are
working on a project that is completely solar powered,” says Caleb, “or being streamed using solar
high-speed internet – which is perfect.”
They were up and running very quickly. Instant
Rivalry’s “Live from The Back Forty” streaming
series was a perfect way for them to test out the
solar set-up and the new software, and to begin
building an online presence. Suddenly, the studio
was in high gear and everything started happening.
In the first three months Back Forty delivered 35

live streams, with two shows a week. They helped
organize the local radiothon and then rounded up
20 artists to record a video in support of artists
struggling with COVID restrictions. To finish off
the year, they threw “A Back Forty Christmas Special” with The Wilkinsons, Instant Rivalry, Justin
Rutledge, Russell deCarle of Prairie Oyster, Emily
Fennell and other household names.
It’s an impressive roster. “Some of these artists have
Maple Blues Awards under their belt,” Caleb says,
“some have Junos, CCMA and CMA awards, and
there’s also a Grammy nomination in there. We had
over 60 different artists safely come through the studio over the year during a pandemic – solar energy
gave us the power to do that. I want to do as much as
I can for my family and leave my kids with a better
future, a legacy of music and creation, and a positive
message to everyone to try and do the same.”
If you count jumping through the waves at Sandbanks, beach blankets dotted on sandy dunes, picnics on the grass at Wellington Park and ice-cream
strolls down Picton Main Street, it’s pretty apparent
that the sun has actually been powering good
things in Prince Edward County for as long as most
of us can remember. But as our shores erode and
lake levels rise, it’s become apparent that we need
to take action on climate change. Action can look
like a cup of off-the-grid coffee, it can look like
growing your own vegetables, it can look like an
entire island powered by the sun. Or it can look
like an over-achieving production studio in Prince
Edward County.

BEDDING . CANADIAN-MADE FURNITURE
UPHOLSTERY . HOME DÉCOR
HOME DESIGN . DRAPERY AND BLINDS

83 King Street W., Cobourg

905.885.8648
www.acanthusinteriors.ca
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A Creek
Runs Through It
Cold Creek Fly Fishers Club – Forty-five
years of conservation, and a few fish tales

T
BY CATHERINE STUTT

50 SPRING 2021

HE HENDRICKSON MAYFLIES ARE HATCHING, but the
water temperature is below 12°C, so it’s a bittersweet April
morning on Cold Creek in Orland. The trout are lethargic,
disinterested in the humans gathering at the top of the creek
bank. The fish wait patiently for the water to warm a few degrees
before starting their own version of fly fishing.
This doesn’t deter the five dozen members of the Cold Creek Fly
Fishers Club from gathering on opening day of trout season. They
follow the rope railing guiding them to the shore that they continually
remediate – adding shade and restoring native plants, installing small
stones and larger boulders – to improve the fish habitat. They are
conservationists first, fishers second.
Dave McLaren, who joined the group in 1978, knows this is routine.
“Most of us don’t expect to have much luck fishing on opening day. It’s
more social. We catch up, greet new members, talk about the creek,
and maybe by afternoon the weather will cooperate, and we’ll catch
something.” Any day on the water, he adds, is a day well spent.
With a strong club rule of catch-and-release, bragging rights are
backed up only by trust and the odd smartphone photo, and even that
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is infrequent because members are also strongly encouraged to release
the fish underwater, handling them as little as necessary to avoid harming protective scales. That’s okay, too, because these fly fishers have a lot
of fish stories to share. Dave caught his first trout in 1955, and admits
it is rare to see a 10-inch brook trout these days. “Since the mid-1990s,
the brown trout population has decreased, as has the number of
aquatic insects,” he notes. “It’s still good fishing.”
“ANGLING IS AN ART”

The simple art of gently casting into the water a concoction of feathers,
hair and thread tied to a hook has remained the core of the complex
sport of fly fishing since 1653, when Izaak Walton wrote in The
Compleat Angler, “O sir, doubt not but that angling is an art. Is it not
an art to deceive a trout with an artificial fly?”
Fly fishers can trace their roots to the British, who developed their
art on famous streams like the Tweed, the Itchen and the River Test.
Trout and salmon were considered the most desirable freshwater fish
both because of their table qualities and their beauty.
In more recent times, fly fishing has experienced a growth in popu-

larity, some of it attributed to the 1992 movie, A River Runs Through
It, based on the novella of the same name by Norman Maclean. The
lush photography, roaring mountain streams of Montana and stylized
casting by the fisherman combined to create a rush of newcomers to
the fly tackle shops.
The north shore of Lake Ontario is blessed with many small streams
supporting populations of brook trout and brown trout as well as rainbow trout steelhead spawning runs. Smallmouth and largemouth bass
can be easily caught on fly tackle, and there are some who pursue pike,
muskie and even carp with the fly rod.
Many streams are in jeopardy, which places the fish habitat in
equal peril, and that’s where the Cold Creek members really shine.
Over the last 45 years, they have invested thousands of volunteer hours,
tens of thousands of dollars, and decades of knowledge and hope.
MORE ABOUT DESTINY THAN DINNER

Founded in 1976 in Orland, the Cold Creek Fly Fishers Club has always
been more about rehabilitating habitat than catching dinner, in large
part because of the rare circumstances in which the club operates.
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“We’re one of the few fly fishing clubs with home
waters,” explains Dave. “That makes conservation a
huge focus for us because we know how fortunate we
are to have this resource, so we honour and protect it.”
Those home waters came about through a lot of
hard work. After a hundred years or more of homesteading, cattle grazing, land clearing and development, Cold Creek – like so many other waterways –
was hurting. “In 1979, the shore was all marsh,” explains Dave McLaren. “Silt would wash down the
gully into the stream and flood the gravel bed and
kill the eggs.”
They sourced the best information from worldrenowned experts. “We learned techniques from
river keepers in England. The river keepers on the
River Itchen date back 400 years,” Dave notes. “They
know how to do this and are willing to share their
experience with like-minded organizations.”
“We built a wall and backfilled it with brush,” he
continues. “That first year we picked rocks from
fields and narrowed the stream. We had 125 tandem
loads of boulders. Except for one, every single boulder was placed by us. We planted the dogwood and
high bush cranberries and thousands of trees for
overhanging cover.”
Agreements with landowners along Cold Creek
help the club manage the stream, giving members
exclusive access in exchange for stewardship. Club
rules are observed by the members, who are often perplexed by poachers and trespassers who fail to respect
signage and club rules about single barbless hooks
and in-water catch-and-release. The Cold Creek Fly
Fishers are dedicated to conservation and have a difficult time comprehending the actions of those who
show disdain for the ethos and ecology of the club.
FRANK GOODRICH’S LEGACY

Efforts to help Cold Creek date back to 1935, when
Frank Goodrich decided to stock a tributary. Goodrich researched the price of fingerlings, and found a
hatchery just north of Toronto. He screened off a lit-

tle pond on a tributary leading to Cold Creek behind
the house on their family homestead. He removed all
but the driver’s seat from their Model A Ford, set in
three large milk cans, and went to get the fish.
His nine-year-old daughter Marjorie and her
mother Eva ground liver, added milk and fed the mix
to the fingerlings. Eventually Frank removed the
screen and released the fish into the creek, but for
years afterward some of them would return to that
little spot.
The benevolence of waterside landowners remains
integral to the success of the club’s conservation
efforts. “John Seckar was the original landowner to
let us fish and fix,” notes Brian Greck, a relatively
new member, and a stream remediation expert. “He’s
a true conservationist. He’s replanting his fields with
willows and dogwoods to control the rate of erosion.
The trees also provide nutrients from falling leaves
and feed the insects. And when there are insects,
there are fish.”
In his professional opinion (offered while holding
his fly rod and looking very happy to be on the
banks of Cold Creek), Brian recognizes the importance of these efforts. “Guests from the US and
Britain are astounded at how lucky we are. This is
probably one of the finest streams of its size in
eastern Canada. It has the geology, soils, and water
refreshed by the marsh at the Goodrich Loomis
Conservation Area.”
Frank Goodrich’s fish – or at least their descendants – are still there. “These are resident fish; this
is their home,” explains Sheldon Seale, a member
of the Franklin Club 2016 Fly Fishing pro staff, and
past president and director of the Izaak Walton Fly
Fishing Club. After a lifetime of fishing, and 30 years
of fly fishing, he admits it never stops being a challenge. “The learning curve starts vertical and stays
that way. We’re always learning.”
CAST A LINE, LEARN A LOT

Fly fishing opens a window to the natural world of

Trees add
value to your
property.
We add
value to
your trees.
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the stream or the lake and requires a certain involvement in the biology of the fish and its world. Learning
the various types of insects and their stages and
determining which of them the trout may be feeding
on can be fascinating.
Fly rods and reels are the soul of simplicity. Basic
equipment consists of a rod, usually graphite, about
nine feet long, with a simple-action reel hung underneath. The reel is a drum that has no gearing – one
revolution of the spool for each turn of the handle.
The 100-foot line weighs enough to cast but is light
enough to float. Between the line and the fly is a
leader made of clear monofilament that tapers to a
fine point at the end. The leader allows the fly to
land gently on the water, well away from the splash
of the line. A thinner, braided line called backing is
attached to the back end of the fly line, filling the
spool and allowing backup in case of fish needs to
run farther than the 100 feet of the fly line available.
Before purchasing any equipment, it’s wise to seek
advice from fly fishing specialty shops, fly fishing
clubs and the many good books on fly fishing. Although a well executed cast with the long, light fly
rod is an object of grace, what seems basic is far
from it, and it’s a good idea for a newcomer to take
a lesson to avoid learning bad habits.
Gary Allen, who acknowledges his obsession with
a smile, is a 48-year Cold Creek veteran. He ties his
own flies and understands the obstacles and the rewards. “It’s a game between us and the fish. We’re

trying to imitate what the fish naturally eat, and
sometimes we win. To catch a fish on a fly you tied
on a rod you built is a big deal. Some people forge
their own hooks and build their own reels. We gentlemen know how to waste time,” he smiles.
HEALTHY WATERS – HEALTHY WORLD

Year after year, more than 65 members of the club
return to Cold Creek, casting a line in the water and
helping to keep the waters healthy, confident their
efforts are making a difference. Year after year, they
share fish tales, and enjoy the art of fly fishing.
“Some of us are still wearing original hats,” boasts
Dave, adding that they never tire of the pursuit. “The
best time is when there’s a hatch on and you can hear
it; the mosquitoes are eating your face off, the
Muskol is blinding you, and you see the fish right in
front of you.”
It’s easy to join Cold Creek Fly Fishers – a modest
initiation fee and then annual renewals – and the
rewards are the chance to spend a summer on a
beautiful stream and the winter attending informative meetings. The club is welcoming, and the core
belief is shared: “Fly fishing is a way of life based
on conservation. Membership is open. Join us and
learn, and be part of this,” suggests Dave.
A word of warning: think carefully before you
stick a toe into fly fishing water. The venerable, revitalizing sport may carry you away and you may
be hooked for life. www.coldcreekflyfishers.org

When I was a young boy, I was certain that I was
going to be a trout fisherman and more specifically
that I was going to fly fish for those trout. Those
notions must have been born of a few trips with my
father to the creeks that flowed into Lake Ontario to
fish for what was called, at that time, speckled trout.
I don't recall ever catching a trout when I was a boy
but I do recall misty mornings, watching my father
endlessly casting his bamboo fly rod, whispers over
the water and the glorious gulp when a trout took
the fly. It must have been enough.
Over the many decades since those boyhood
trips with my father, I have flyfished for trout across
North America and have been fortunate enough to
make a career of guiding fly fisherman for trout on
famous western Canadian rivers, but my love of
fishing came from my father and those speckled
trout, those most beautiful of trout, caught in the
sandy, cedar-shaded creeks of Northumberland
County. Eric Grinnell

NEIL

ELLIS

MP, BAY OF QUINTE
613.969.3300
NEIL.ELLIS@PARL.GC.CA
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We bring smiles to life.
On-Site Denturist and In-house Denture Lab
FAMILY DENTISTRY . WHITENING . RESTORATIVE & COSMETIC
INVISALIGN . SAME DAY EMERGENCY SERVICES
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10% MILITARY/SENIOR HYGIENE DISCOUNT

OPEN EARLY. OPEN LATE. OPEN SATURDAYS

quinte and prince edward county
discover many of our quality products & services

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
CONTRACTING

designbuild.com
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AND SURROUNDING AREAS!
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Custom Homes
and
Renovations

LARGE SELECTION OF

.

2188 County Road 1, Bloomfield, Prince Edward County
www.alotatile.com info@alotatile.com 613.393.2228
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SINCE 1968

16477 Hwy 2,
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between Trenton
& Brighton

613.392.5867 www.vanvarkelectric.com
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CULTURAL CURRENTS |

portrait of an artist

barbara

buntin
BY MEGHAN SHEFFIELD

MAKING PEACE WITH CLOSE QUARTERS AND FAMILIAR SCENERY

has been a significant part of living through the past year for everyone,
including Cobourg mixed media artist Barbara Buntin. Her paper collage
artworks take on a new role in COVID times, offering spacious vistas for
homebound eyes and hungry imaginations.
Barbara Buntin’s art is created in a two-part process: first, monotype printing on paper, and then cutting and juxtaposing the prints to create collage.
As the loose and playful print-making meets the more design-oriented
collage process, Barbara finds the intersection of the two inspiring. “I’ve
arrived at something now where there’s an endless possibility for experimenting,” she says.
The results are often dreamlike landscapes, familiar shapes in uncanny
textures. The image might be simply a meeting of line and colour, or perhaps
it’s a fondly remembered place.
At her 2020 show at Port Hope’s Northumberland Arts Gallery, art buyers
pointed out places they recognized in her work – places the artist has never
visited. “Vicarious travel, I suppose, became inadvertently a touchstone
for me, and for the people who were enjoying the pieces,” she says. “It was
evoking something for them.”
Working spontaneously and intuitively, Barbara consciously leaves space
for serendipitous connection to emerge. “If I stay focused on what moves
me, interests me, what pulls me into the moment of making it, then those
meanings and themes emerge on their own,” she says.
Inviting spaciousness seems a central quality not only of the process, but
of the work itself. The Finnish have a word, sielunmaisema, meaning “soul
landscape,” which refers to a beloved wild place that is carried in one’s heart.
Perhaps these are the spaces found in Barbara Buntin’s creative collages.
What – or where – do you see?
barbarabuntin.com
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AND
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Two of Canada’s top chefs are putting down roots in the
countryside with a new family and lots of new plans
BY JEANNE BEKER

A COUPLE OF DECADES AGO, THE LATE BRITISH
IMPRESARIO AND POP VISIONARY MALCOLM
MCLAREN shared a look into his crystal ball with me.

McLaren, who brought the world the Sex Pistols in the
late 70s, professed that the next big thing would be food.
“And chefs are going to be the new rock stars!” he proclaimed. McLaren had a convincing argument: Society
was evolving, sensually speaking, taste buds were becoming more refined, and people were more aware of the
importance of healthy nutrition.
Enter Lynn Crawford and Lora Kirk – two of Canada’s
top chefs, who have dazzled international diners for
decades. Lynn was born in Toronto and studied culinary
arts at George Brown College before training in California. She returned home to become executive chef at the
Four Seasons Hotel, first in Toronto and then in New
York. It was a position she held for 24 years, before opening the hip and popular Ruby Watchco eatery in Toronto’s Riverdale neighbourhood in 2010.
Lora, who was born in Peterborough and grew up on
her grandparents’ farm nearby, realized the importance
of supporting local farmers and growers from an early
age, and started pursuing her dream by enrolling in Algonquin College’s culinary program. After a 3-year stint
in the UK, working at London’s famed Connaught
Hotel, Lora returned to Toronto to work at the Four Seasons, and it was there that she met Lynn. She also went

on to hone her skills in New York, where she worked for
several haute cuisine establishments and won numerous
awards, including a coveted Michelin Star.
Lora joined forces with Lynn at Ruby Watchco, and for
a decade the talented duo charmed gourmands with
their mouth-watering, simply prepared fare and local
and seasonal ingredients. Ruby Watchco closed its doors
just last year.
Both women captured the celebrity spotlight, appearing on such popular shows as Iron Chef and Top Chef
Masters. Lynn’s TV résumé also includes shows like
Restaurant Makeover, Great Canadian Cookbook and
her own series, Pitchin’ In. Add to that a few cookbooks
and a stake in The Hearth Market and The Hearth
restaurant at Pearson Airport, and it’s no wonder Lynn
Crawford’s become a household name. But it’s the joy of
Lynn and Lora’s exquisite relationship and their devotion
to family life these days that’s surpassing any professional
accomplishments. This past fall, the couple purchased a
100-acre property with a big house on the north side of
Rice Lake, and life couldn’t be sweeter.
Because of Lora’s original ties to the area, the lure of
this part of the province was powerful. And while they
never say never, Lynn feels this move will be the last for
them. “We’ve been in transit for many years,” she explains. “This area is so beautiful – and family is what it’s
all about now.”
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Cat Resort
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“I’m really jazzed that people love food as much as I do, and I hope that everybody
will have the opportunity to experience and embrace and share.” LYNN CRAWFORD
Lynn and Lora are the mothers of two adorable
young girls, Addie Pepper, 4, and Gemma Jet
Aubergine, 2, and the house that the couple are renovating and the glorious property they’re on is a
dream come true for the whole family. “The girls
love it!” says Lora. “Addie says every day she loves
her new house… And Gemma’s named the corner
on the first field her ‘magical forest.’” Many of Lora’s
family members are also still living in the area,
including her 90-year-old “Bubka.” Lora says that
while there have been lots of changes to the countryside of her youth, it thrills her that many of the core
key families are still in the area.
It’s the strong sense of community that Lora and
Lynn appreciate most. Despite the pandemic and
these daunting times, the ladies have found that
people have been super friendly and outgoing. And
there’s no question that people and family are what
it’s all about for these accomplished chefs. “We’ve
both had great careers in the culinary world, but
there certainly have been some big changes in the
last couple of years,” reflects Lynn. “And now we
have these two gorgeous, beautiful, funny and
whimsical little girls and we’re here in a new chapter
in our life.”
But while the two have an insatiable appetite for
both their métiers and country living, they’re still
unsure about the exact shape of things to come.
“We decided that we were just going to see what
the next big adventure would be,” says Lynn. “No
big plans yet. But it just spins around to family, and
this is what we want to do. We’re going to try some
organic farming. And Lora’s family are beekeepers,

and Bubka’s going to teach us a few tricks.”
“And my uncle Rick and Aunt Joyce grow garlic
and they have chickens for fresh eggs and he has
bees and then there’s the maple syrup…” adds Lora.
The two chefs certainly aren’t committing to trading in their aprons for overalls completely, but they
are both ready to make a difference in the world,
and grateful that they’ve managed to achieve a profile for themselves as caring members of the community at large. “I’m glad that people know my
name because we’ve done good things to bring the
food forward,” says Lora, “and to really advocate for
the farmers and the growers.” “I think that’s super
important,” Lynn concurs. “I’m really jazzed that
people love food as much as I do, and I hope everybody will have the opportunity to experience and
embrace and share. Because that’s what it’s about.
I've done so much in my career and I’m so, so, so
lucky to have had so many different experiences in
different places and work with so many talented
people. And it’s just nice now to be giving back.”
While their love of fine cuisine will never wane,
both Lynn and Lora admit they’re in a bit of a “been
there, done that” frame of mind. “I’ve loved that
all,” claims Lynn. “But I just want to find something
else now. And I think that education is so important
– to have the experience of doing something hands
on – that’s what I’ve always enjoyed the most. I want
to show my kids that and learn alongside with
them. Just to inspire people to cook and to share – it’s
such a gift and I’m so happy to continue to do that.”
The anticipation of spending their first spring at
their new country digs is exhilarating for Lynn and

Lora. They’re looking forward to planting huge gardens with their girls, and maybe even geting a couple
of schools involved. They both realize how important it is for kids to spend time outdoors, and together with their two beloved dogs, Charlie Pickles
and Pork Chop, the whole family delights in the
simple pleasures of just getting out there and playing
with sticks and rocks and making mud pies. There’s
also a new book about family-style cooking to look
forward to this fall from the chefs, called Hearth and
Home. And Lynn’s got a product line on the go.
But it’s their exquisite new country lifestyle in
this glorious neck of the woods that likely grounds
it all for these dynamic ladies, even though they’re
not sure exactly what the next chapter has in store.
What do they tell each other to keep themselves
going every day? “We can get through this!” laughs
Lynn. “And I say it’s about being grateful for what
we have and you just look out this window...” “And
see the sunset, see the sunrise,” interjects Lora “It’s
spectacular,” says Lynn. “I wouldn’t want to be anywhere else in the world. This is very, very special
and we just want to share it.
Jeanne Beker is a seasoned newspaper columnist and
features writer. She was editor-in-chief of FQ and SIR magazines from 2003 to 2008, and has authored five books.
She is a frequent keynote speaker and guest on myriad
lifestyle shows. She’s been at the creative helm of numerous
fashion lines under her own eponymous label, and since
2015, has been Style Editor for The Shopping Channel,
where she currently hosts the series “Style Matters.” In
2013, Jeanne was named to the Order of Canada and in
2016, she received a star on Canada’s Walk of Fame. Her
new podcast, Beyond Style Matters launches this fall.
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Melinda LaPorte
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Whole Health is a team of health and wellness practitioners
located in the heart of downtown Brighton Ontario. Whole
Health was born from the idea of serving you; body, mind
and spirit with a multidisciplinary approach to holistic
health. We are passionate about providing you with an
individualized approach to address your healthcare needs.
At Whole Health, we are pleased to offer you Dental Hygiene
services, Massage Therapy, Chiropractic Care, Audiology,
Fascial Stretch Therapy, Esthetics, and Naturopathic Service.
In addition to our clinical services, we also offer a quiet
space for yoga and meditative practice and an infrared
sauna.
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Dr. Andrea Bull
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86 Main St.,
Brighton, Ontario
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WE ARE

NOW OPEN
AND ACCEPTING
NEW PATIENTS

THE BRIGHTON DENTAL CENTRE TEAM

DR AKANKSHA MANGAL
Dentist

HOLLY STEELE
Dental Hygienist

JANET HARTMAN
Dental Assistant

JENNIFER KELLY
Manager

Brighton Dental Centre is a family-run dental office
in Downtown Brighton with husband and wife
Dr. Saxena and Dr. Mangal being our main dentists
and owners of the office.
Our office puts dental care for your family at
the centre of our practice philosophy and we strive
to provide kind and compassionate care to the
residents of Brighton and surrounding areas.

We offer a full range of dental services including:
Family Dentistry l Dental Hygiene l Sedation Dentistry
l Emergency Dental Care l Dental Implants

VISIT OUR WEBSITE – BRIGHTONDENTALCENTRE.CA
OR CONTACT US AT
CONTACT@BRIGHTONDENTALCENTRE.CA
15 MAIN ST., BRIGHTON | PHONE : 613 475 0053
FACEBOOK : @BRIGHTONDENTALCENTREON | INSTA : BRIGHTON_DC
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BRICKS AND MORTAR
BY GEORGE SMITH

ILLUSTRATION BY CHARLES BONGERS

“IT’S JUST BRICKS AND MORTAR.” So say those
nomadic folks, who buy and sell their homes more
often than I change my socks. No attachment. No
sentiment. A simple business transaction.
There was a time when I would
have agreed, but when it came time
to part with our family home of four
decades, I was unexpectedly awash with emotion and an awareness that the family that lived,
loved, laughed and cried inside that shell had
breathed life into it. The pain of leaving was almost physical.
In a similar vein, I was mortified on a
recent drive through my old Toronto
neighbourhood to find nary a trace of
my childhood home. Gone. Demolished and replaced by a cookie-cutter
little box. The empty tug in my gut was
palpable.
But it’s not only old houses that capture a piece of
us. Lots of things can do that.
I grew up with sandlot dirt in my shoes and salt
stains on my battered ball cap. From early spring
until the first killing frost, life was all baseball.
Maple Leaf Stadium was our field of dreams and
my home-away-from-home every summer weekend when my beloved Triple A baseball Leafs had a
homestand. I loved that place: the vast expanse of
green, the colourful outfield signs, the Great Lakes
steamers creeping through the Western Gap beyond those fences and the aroma of the world’s best
popcorn.
Sadly, by the 1960s Toronto had become too uppity for anything that wasn’t major league. In 1967,
after years of civic apathy, the team left The Big
Smoke. A few months later, that beautiful old ballpark was rubble.
Today, there is nothing at the foot of Bathurst to
remind us of what was once there. But I’m sure the
spectre of a ragtag little boy, autograph book in
hand, still wanders those streets.
The 1960s also saw a surge of new technical/vocational high schools in the big city – places where
non-academic kids could nurture talents that might
remain undiscovered in a more academic setting. I
was excited to become part of that revolution when,
in the fall of 1965, I joined a young, enthusiastic
staff whose positive energy resuscitated the students’ flagging interest in school.
And that’s where I met Joy, who joined the secretarial staff at the start of my second year. But it wasn’t
exactly love at first sight. More than a year would
pass before our first date. After that, our journey to
the altar progressed at warp speed, starting a few
idle tongues wagging with baseless speculation as to

the reasons behind our haste.
A few years ago, almost fifty years after we’d last
set foot in the place, Joy and I dropped into the
old school for a stroll down memory lane.
The weed-infested lawns and crumbling
asphalt provided an inauspicious start to
our visit. The interior was no better. The
peeling paint, cracked windowpanes and
grungy walls exuded a sad aura of neglect.
But it was still where we’d met, felt that first
frisson of attraction and begun our courtship.
That made it special and no amount of
decrepitude could take that away.
Now, it’s gone. Not a trace remains. But
the memories live on. They are forever.
Today, just south of Toronto’s Bay/
Bloor intersection, stands an upscale
Indigo bookstore surrounded by high
rises. Back in the late 50s and early 60s, it
was the site of a humble but much-loved watering
hole favoured by thirsty U of T students. The
Babloor Hotel (their spelling) was an unremarkable
two-storey building that housed two separate streetlevel pubs.
The northernmost of those drinkeries was your
typical mid-century men-only dive, pumping out
ten-cent draught beer as fast as its chronically
parched clientele could consume it.
On the other side of a small foyer was the more
genteel Lundy’s Lane Room complete with giant
murals depicting the famous War of 1812 battle.
Casual, but a tad classier than its sister pub, Lundy’s
Lane was nice enough for a laid-back dinner date
and it served up decent meals for a pittance. Think
Boston’s legendary Cheers – comfortable, cosy and
welcoming.
During our brief courtship, Joy and I would occasionally drop into Lundy’s after a movie or concert
and it was always the same familiar, homey place. It
was there that I popped the question that would
change the course of both of our lives.
From my reckless undergraduate days to the moment I made the smartest move of my life, I have
many fond memories of the old Babloor. I left a bit
of myself there. Even as I write this, more than a
half-century later, I feel that familiar emptiness – a
strange mix of sadness, sweet nostalgia and thanks
that even though something has been lost I am fortunate to have had it in my life.
The Babloor, our family home, my childhood
home, Maple Leaf Stadium, that old high school.
Most have fallen to the wrecking ball, but all still
own a piece of my heart and soul.
Bricks and mortar? I suppose. But their absence
leaves a bittersweet void that endures.

Villa Conti

Oak Heights Estate Winery Restaurant
705.924.1829
Warkworth, Ontario

CONTACTUSFORANO-COSTINSULATIONCHECK

SprayFoamInsulation
BlownFibreInsulation
BlanketInsulation
InsulationRemoval
Properinsulationmakesyourhome
comfortableyear-round andreducesboth
yourheatingandcoolingcosts.

CALL613.922.2259
Orvisitwww.trilliumeastinsulation.ca
formoreinformation

Double
K
overhead Doors

sales, service & installation
residential & commercial
Serving Northumberland & Surrounding Area

24 hour service
Kenny 905-376-4291 or
Ken 905-376-9140
DoubleKoverheaddoors@outlook.com
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FOOD & DRINK SCENE

Wellness guru Sarah Britton wants us to connect with our bodies, and enjoying
her healthy food is a great place to start.
BY SIGNE LANGFORD

Imagine a swan inside a small circle of
calm water, graceful and serene on the
surface, unseen legs paddling like mad.
Welcome to Sarah Britton’s world.

PHOTOGRAPH BY MIKKEL STANGE

at the next table was served,” she recalls. “As her

stillness is also vital to her well-being.

plate was set down in front of her, she bowed her

“Making time for meditation is also very impor-

head and took a moment before picking up her

tant to me,” she says. “But it doesn’t have to be

fork. I had to ask her what she was doing, and she

sitting in silence. I make space for it every day,

told me she was expressing gratitude for the meal

but it might be walking or cooking; it’s about

she was about to eat. She was being fully in the

being present in the moment and putting away all

From the street, Sarah’s Northumberland-area

moment.” This was revelatory for Sarah, because

the distractions and the noise.”

home is of its time, but inside, with sunlight pouring

a reverential attitude to food wasn’t part of her

into the sleek, open, white, minimalist rooms, this

childhood.

“Our culture is all about numbing ourselves
with alcohol, Netflix, and technology,” she contin-

place is Command Central for her empire and the

“I was raised in a ‘hotdog family.’ My dad was

ues. “My meditation is about gratitude and being

home she shares with husband, Mikkle, and son,

a corporate guy, and my mother was a painter

present, because being in the present allows the

Finn. It is also an oasis of calm. On days such as

and stay-at-home mom who didn’t like cooking,”

gratitude in. Food is a great vehicle for that; when

this, the only indication that wheels are industri-

recalls Sarah. She remembers the day her mother

we eat, we drop down into our bodies. We get

ously turning – and this life and lifestyle business

came home with a box of President’s Choice

out of our heads and into our bodies. Food is a

is in constant motion – is the ever-heard clickety-

frozen lasagna. “She raised it over her head and

wonderful way to be present.”

clack of assistant Kaitlin’s fingers on the keyboard.

proclaimed, ‘I’m never making lasagna again!’”

Food and cooking are what launched Sarah

And with over 380,000 followers on Instagram,

But despite her mom’s disinterest in cooking, they

Britton on her current trajectory. Following her

close to 160,000 on Facebook, 54,000 on Pinterest,

always ate together as a family.

heart and her then-boyfriend, now-husband,

about 500,000 hungry readers of her blog, two

“Family dinners weren’t about the food. It was

Mikkle, Britton found herself in Copenhagen in

popular books in print, art prints of her photos,

about sitting together, making time to catch up

2008, where she soon learned her accreditation in

and her subscription-driven platform Grow, there’s

with each other, and it wasn’t just a Sunday thing;

holistic nutrition wasn’t recognized. She had to find

always a lot to type.

it was every day of the week,” says Sarah. “When

something to do, and as fortune would have it,

Originally from Toronto, Sarah, a holistic nutrition-

you’re sitting across the table from one another,

the Nordic food scene was beginning to take off,

ist and certified nutritional practitioner, has taken

you can’t help but make eye contact and conver-

with Chef René Redzepi’s NOMA. The foraging

a zig-zagging path of travel, adventure, love, and

sation. Our nightly dinners would last for hours,

and fermenting appealed to Sarah, and she got a

experiential learning. Her journey led her from

often evolving into card games.” This is where

job working in Claus Meyer and Redzepi’s Nordic

studying fine arts to practising holistic nutrition to

she discovered one of the central tenets of her

Food Lab. And it was in Copenhagen – in the early

cooking professionally, and then on to blogging,

life and her philosophy: “Food connects people.”

days of food blogging – that Sarah began posting

writing her books, and hosting tropical wellness

“Food – what we eat – has the biggest impact

retreats. And it’s all rooted in one thing: gratitude.

on our bodies,” she says. “Movement comes

She was onto something. Readership grew,

“My work centres around gratitude,” she says.

second, so I make my body a priority. I love mov-

and soon the publishers came knocking. Her two

“I’m grateful for the sun on my face, for the orange

ing, and I love going to the gym – when COVID

books, My New Roots (2015) and Naturally Nour-

I’m eating, for this moment playing Legos on the

allows – at least two or three times a week.” In

ished (2017), published by Penguin Random

floor with my kid.”

February, an Instagram video of Sarah skating on

House, have gone into multiple printings and

a frozen creek at Carr’s Marsh garnered over 2,600

have been translated into eight languages. As

“I was in a restaurant and watched as a woman

views. It would seem her fans enjoy watching
Sarah move as much as she enjoys moving. But
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her recipes and lush food photos.
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FOOD & DRINK SCENE
each book was released, she sent herself on multi-city
book tours on both coasts of Canada and the US,
packing in as many events in each city as she could,
to spread the gospel that one small change in the

Sanity-Saving One-Pot Pasta

kitchen can change your life.
Her newest way to do just that is Grow, which
Sarah sums up – tongue firmly in cheek – as “The
Netflix of Wellness.”
Grow, an offshoot of Sarah’s website, My New
Roots, is a multifunctional platform featuring cooking
classes and workshops, nutrition lectures, movement
and meditation, exclusive recipes, and interviews with
experts in the food and wellness world. Viewing will
be by subscription – monthly or yearly – and scholarships are in the works.
“Members will receive new content weekly, access
to live events, and all sorts of other goodies,” says
Sarah. “My goal with Grow is to curate a space where
people can come and learn how to look after them-

The brilliance of this dish, besides the
fact that it is so fast to make, is that it’s
cooked in just one pot! Although it differs
from the one-pot pastas I’ve seen online
where everything is cooked together from
the beginning, my version requires a
little bit of timing on your part, adding
the asparagus and peas about three
minutes before the pasta is cooked.
Theoretically, you could toss everything
together in the same pot from the get-go,
but this produces overcooked veggies,
and no one really digs that.

DIRECTIONS

Ingredients

Three minutes before the pasta is done, add the

Put a large pot of water on the stove and heat over
high heat.
While the water is heating up, wash, trim, and chop
the asparagus. Shell the peas, or take them out
of the freezer. Wash and roughly chop the mint
leaves.
Once the cooking water is boiling, salt it generously
– it should taste salty.
Add the pasta to the boiling water and set a timer
for about 3 minutes before the package’s suggested
cooking time.

selves on all levels, as deep as they are ready to
go. Learning not only how to cook or develop their
skills, but how to ignite the joy of cooking, the joy of
growing food, the joy of reconnecting with the nature
inside of them, and outside of them, forever becoming
their own teacher.”
Grow is a family venture, as Mikkle recently left a
job in Toronto to come and work full time at My New
Roots. “We love working together,” says Britton. “We
make a great team. He knows all that back-end website stuff; he’s a creative and a computer guy. We

200 g. (about ½ lb.) dry legume-based pasta;
(I used mung bean fettucine)

asparagus and peas; cook for three minutes.

1 lb. fresh asparagus; about 1 bunch

Drain well and place back in the pot.

Sea salt for cooking water and garnish

Add the olive oil, lemon zest, drained capers and

2 cups fresh or frozen shelled green peas
4 tbsp. cold-pressed olive oil
Zest of an organic lemon
3 tbsp. capers, drained

A large handful fresh mint, leaves only

a few pinches of sea salt to taste.
Fold in the fresh mint and serve.
Serves 4-6

worked together for five years in Copenhagen. In
fact, he built the Grow platform for me six years ago.
‘Here you go,’ he said, ‘now fill it up!’”
The empire-building continues, and yet Sarah still

clockwise photographs by; Jennifer Arndt,
Sarah Britton, Shyla Photography, Sarah
Britton, Sarah Britton

has a simple ethos and goal. “I’m trying to reconnect
people to their bodies. There is so much innate intelligence in our bodies.”

Furniture for every room with everyday fair pricing

Come into Countrytime Furniture where you will find Ontario-made solid wood furniture with your choice of many finishes and textures as well as a large variety
of beautiful fabric and top grain leather options. We are a family run business with experienced staff who can help you achieve your dream interiors.
MADE IN CANADA

1245 Midland Ave, Kingston, ON | 613.634.1400 | www.countrytime.ca
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Zach and Luhana Littlejohn
Littlejohn Farm

Adnan and Suhaila Mustafa
Papa Ghanoush and Momma Hummus

Jenna Empey
Pyramid Ferments

Once upon a time, agritourism was a novel idea

Adnan and Suhaila Mustafa are Papa Ghanoush

Sometimes you’ve just got to go with your gut.

offered through a few storybook farms in Europe,

and Mama Hummus. In 2016 the couple and their

That’s what business partners Jenna Empey and

but thanks to County folks such as the Littlejohns,

four kids – Ahmad, Hwaya, Abudi, and Nasr – fled

Alex Currie did after a combined 13 years in the

enjoying a taste of rural life and farm-to-fork cui-

war-torn Syria for a better life in Canada. They

entertainment business. With Pyramid Ferments,

sine for many Ontarians is now only a drive away.

chose to make Wellington, Prince Edward County,

they took a giant leap from music to microbes.

On just under four acres of verdant land in Picton

their home, and with the help of support group

It was 2012 when Jenna moved back home to

– featuring several vegetable and herb gardens, a

Syria PEC, the family is well on their way, learning

Prince Edward County from Halifax. She settled in

fruit orchard, bees and farm animals – sommelier

English and finding their new community. They

Northport, on the Bay of Quinte, setting up their

and chef, Zach Littlejohn and his wife, Luhana,

thanked their sponsors and new friends by laying

fermentation shop; Alex followed soon after. For

offer workshops in many traditional culinary arts:

out spreads of the traditional foods of their home-

the duo, creating Indie music and fermented

sourdough bread-baking, pickling, charcuterie,

land. Word spread like smooth hummus on a fresh

foods isn’t all that different; both require endless

and cheese-making. Taking a class here is an op-

pita, and soon the whole county was asking for a

curiosity, a love of experimentation, some risk-tak-

portunity to learn a new skill, experience a taste of

taste, Sarah Britton included. “This inspiring family

ing, and faith in the creative process.

country living, slow down and truly understand

settled in the County and brought their incredible

Pyramid Ferments is an award-winning brand,

where our food comes from. In fact, the Little-

culinary talents with them,” says Sarah. “Specializing

with a unique line of small-batch, handmade

johns have created a space of mindfulness around

in Syrian dips, spreads, and breads, the authentic

fermented foods and beverages – sauerkraut,

food, consumption, and making better consumer

flavours and textures of their delicious offerings

kimchi, kombucha, kvass, and their signature

choices. The Littlejohns have hosted Sarah Britton

never disappoint!”

Gut Shots – all designed to promote a healthy
microbiome. They pride themselves on using Old

on several occasions. “This magical place recon-

A family business, the couple and kids make

nects people to the earth and the food on their

everything the old fashioned way – from scratch –

table,” says Sarah. “Both Luhana and Zach are

in their certified home kitchen. When weather and

Sarah Britton is a fan, “I love the wide range

incredibly passionate and knowledgeable farmer-

COVID allow, they are at the Wellington farmers’

of products they offer, all with super creative

foodies, creating an unforgettable experience at

market with the huge line-up for crunchy, hot-

combinations of flavours, and I appreciate the

every visit.”

from-the-fryer falafel.

high-quality ingredients they use as well!”

www.littlejohnfarm.com

FB: @PapaGhanoushMommaHummus

World techniques.

www.pyramidferments.com
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ROAD
Watershed is on the road…In this issue, it’s all about adapting to our circumstances,
supporting the businesses that are working hard to create the food we love, sourcing
special ingredients and finally getting back out in the fresh air to the markets and
the shops we love.

Pizza By the Bakery
2 Mill St., Warkworth
warkworthbakery.ca
Hot, hand-tossed, stone-baked dough
topped with totally delicious local
ingredients… this little bakery rises to
the occasion (and so does its dough).
Wednesday through Saturday you can
order the pizza of the week with dessert
for pickup. The Bakery also has a freezer
packed with to-go dinners for the nights
when you’re on the fly.

Empire Cheese Co-operative
1120 Cty. Rd. 8, Campbellford
empirecheese.ca
Simply said, a local dairy co-operative
produces some of the best Canadian
cheddar in our own backyard. It’s crumbly,
dry, tangy and made in the traditional
way – in open vats that bring out the
flavour – and without preservatives.
The Empire Cheese Co-op is the last
remaining cheese factory in Northumber-

on the

land County.

road again
In Your Garden
One of the first herbs to show up in your garden is mint. Those bright
green leaves are determined to pop as soon as the sun warms the earth
around the plant’s tenacious roots. Take advantage of those minty leaves
by combining them with some vegetable stock, crème fraîche and sweet
peas. The end result? A velvety spring soup that zings with flavour.
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Tabersnack
20261 Cty. Rd. 33, Consecon
facebook.com/tabersnackPEC/
Welcome back Tabersnack. It’s been a long
winter without you!
Happenstance
135 Peter St., Port Hope
thisishappenstance.com
Happenstance – a circumstance, especially
one that is due to chance. That about
sums up the adaptation of this Port Hope
bakery and coffee roastery that offers a
drive-through service and a quality of
product that foodies line up for on a
Saturday morning. Fresh baguettes,

The folks at Tabersnack respect the
traditions of simple Québécois cuisine and
know how to cook the best local food in
a je ne sais quoi County style. Visitors take
note: After you’ve eaten an order of Beefy
Poutine – smoked beef tips poutine with

Farmers’ Markets
Stewed Rhubarb

caramelized onions – you’ll either be buying

Have you tried cooking rhubarb up in

property in the County or humming a sad

orange juice instead of water?

rendition of Un Canadien Errant all the way

Try this recipe for a zesty citrus kick.

back to Toronto.

6 c. chopped rhubarb

chicken pot pies, ginger cookies – the
range is decadent and delicious and –
as chance would have it – as close as
your phone or your computer. Order
online for delivery or pick up.

1 c. brown sugar
1 c. orange juice
Combine all ingredients and cook in a pan until
the sugar has dissolved. Finish off with the zest
of a fresh orange. So fresh... so spring!

The Grind & Vine
45 Front St., Trenton
thegrindandvine.com
Start with a cappuccino. And stay for a second cup, lulled by the sounds of the
hissing espresso machine and the clatter of coffee cups as a busy barista pushes
orders across the steel counter. The Grind & Vine is authentic and its atmosphere
adapts as the day unfolds – wine and charcuterie awaits the end-of-day crowd.

Timber Top Country Store
731 Ashley Street, R.R. 1 Foxboro, ON
Phone: 613-967-1334
www.timbertopstore.ca
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OF THE SPRING EPHEMERALS
Something beautiful happened around 120 million years ago.
Think of it as the first spring when, in one of those magical evolutionary
moments, flowers and pollinators began the dance of co-existence,
a dance that continues to brighten our world to this day. When viewed
through the lens of evolution, the annual dance of the spring
ephemerals is short and very sweet.
BY NORM WAGENAAR
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THE SPRING EPHEMERALS ARRIVE with the warmth

of the April sun, carpeting the forest floor with natural
beauty when the tree canopy is open and leafless. But
their beauty is fleeting. Their blossoms disappear as the
forest fills in and filters out the sunshine.
In Watershed country, the most recognizable spring
ephemeral is the trillium. We all recognize the white trillium, but sharp-eyed woodland walkers will spot the red
trillium, the painted and nodding trillium as well.
The red trillium goes to remarkable lengths to ensure
its pollination, combining both colour and odour to
trick carrion flies into delivering pollen from one flower
to the other. Its dark crimson colour deceives visitors
into thinking they’ve come across a morsel of meat, an
illusion backed up with an odour resembling a wet dog.
The trillium’s relationship with the insect world
extends past pollination. As its flowers fade, the fruit
develops and ripens later in the summer. It then splits
open, exposing its seeds, each of which carries a nutritious food packet. Ants gather the seeds and take
them back to their home, eat the food packets and
deposit the seeds on their equivalent of a compost heap,

planting new trilliums in a fertile and damp location.
The dispersal of native flower seeds by ants is known as
“myrmecochory,” a tongue-twisting name given to a
process employed by about one-third of the plants you’ll
see in spring, including the yellow trout lily, hepatica,
bloodroot, and the spring beauty.
Pollination and a symbiotic relationship with ants are
only part of the story for the yellow trout lily, so named
because its mottled yellow leaves resemble the skin of one
of our favourite cold-water fish. Only about one in ten of
pollinated trout lilies produces seed, a shortcoming more
than made up for by the plant’s ability to reproduce asexually. Each plant produces a bulb, and these bulbs produce fleshy stems that produce more bulbs and more plants,
in colonies that can be decades and even centuries old.
The yellow trout lily is common throughout eastern
North America. Not so common is the white trout lily –
more closely associated with Carolinian forests than our
cooler climes. The exception is Prince Edward County
where moderated lake temperatures mean that spring
hikers can look for the white trout lily in their favourite
forests.

from left to right; skunk cabbage, white trillium, jack-in-the-pulpit, yellow trout lily, Dutchman’s breeches
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Local Service, Family-Owned
Residential, Business & Cottage
Over 30 Years’ Experience

24 Hours, 7 Days a Week, Same Day Service,
Free Estimates, Written Guarantee, Fully Insured,
& Seniors Discount Available

Kingston
& Area
613.389.3999

Quinte
& Area
613.966.6665

Northumberland
& Area
1.877.838.7278

www.greenshieldpestcontrol.com

If you enjoy the name trout lily as a fanciful reference, then you’ll love Dutchman’s breeches, a spring
wildflower that combines delicate lace-like leaves
with white flowers shaped like the traditional
trousers of the Netherlands. The name is a distraction. What the flowers are really about is accommodating the bumblebee, which is able to separate the
inner and outer petals so they can harvest pollen.
Dutchman’s breeches are also called “staggerweed”
for their hallucinogenic effect on grazing cattle.
What’s in a name? It’s a question you won’t have
to ask of the spring beauty. Another early season
bloomer common to the Carolinian region, the
spring beauty can form thick carpets of soft pink
and white flowers in the same open woods and rich
deciduous forests where you’ll find trilliums. A
beautiful combination for a springtime walk.
The hepatica was described as the “first flower of
the Canadian spring” by Catharine Parr Traill, the
pioneering early chronicler of the flora and fauna of
our part of Ontario. We’ll speculate she would have
also known about the ancient “doctrine of signatures,” which suggests hepatica – found here and in
Europe and Asia – could treat liver ailments, because its three-lobed leaf was thought to resemble
the human liver. We suggest you consign the “doctrine of signatures” to the bin of pseudoscience and
restrict your consumption of hepatica to looking
for its delicate flowers – varying from white to a
lovely lavender – in the moist rich soils of local
forests.
The skunk cabbage presents an interesting story
of insect relationship and evolutionary adaptation.
This wetland dweller is one of a small group of
plant species capable of generating its own heat,
producing temperatures 15 to 35˚C warmer than
the surrounding air. This warmth helps the plant
emerge and flower despite cold temperatures, and
together with the odour that gives the skunk cabbage its name, it attracts early pollinating insects.
Skunk cabbages grow in colonies, where they can

MORE THAN 100 KM OF
TRAILS TO EXPLORE.
THERE IS A TRAIL
FOR EVERYONE
905-372-3329 ext. 2303
forest@northumberlandcounty.ca
www.northumberlandcounty.ca/forest
www.facebook.com/northumberlandforest
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live for decades. They are easily recognizable by
their distinctive purple spathes. As spring gives way
to summer, their cabbage-like leaves begin to
spread, rotting quickly to contribute to a moist
habitat supporting garter snakes, salamanders, turtles and dragonflies.
The skunk cabbage is not the only oddity to
watch for this spring. The jack-in-the-pulpit hides
its flowers in a fleshy green spike, which is further
hidden under a green and dark-ochre striped funnel-shaped bract. Jack-in-the-pulpit goes by the
alternative names “wild turnip” and “bog onion”
and is said to have been used by Indigenous peoples
as both food and medicine. But don’t be tempted to
try this at home. In its roots there’s calcium oxalate,
a poison that can cause vomiting and nausea. Look
for jack-in-the-pulpit in the rich soils of cedar
swamps and moist deciduous woods.
The delicately white, star-like flowers of the bloodroots push their way up through the leaf litter in
early April. The bloodroot derives its name from the
red fluid that flows from its cut roots, which Indigenous peoples used as dye and as an herbal remedy.
They mixed it with maple syrup to create a lozenge
they would prescribe to induce vomiting, believing it
would cleanse the body of harmful toxins.
If you decide to wander through Watershed country this spring to contemplate the wildflowers and
their intricate roles within the ecosystem, we have
some recommendations. A favourite in any season
is Peter’s Woods south of Rice Lake, one of the few
places in our region where you can observe a forest
with old-growth characteristics. Underneath the
towering pines, oaks and maples you’ll find trillium
and jack-in-the pulpit. There are more trilliums,
and possibly hepatica, to be found in the GoodrichLoomis Conservation Area north of Brighton, or in
the Northumberland Forest. If you’re searching for
rarity, look for the white trout lily in the Massassauga Point Conservation Area in Prince Edward
County.
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THE SCOURGE OF THE GYPSY MOTH
BY CATHERINE STUTT

Gypsy Moth

MOVE OVER FOREST FIRES, FLOODS, AND PANDEMICS. No decent apocalypse is complete without

a plague of locusts, or in this case European gypsy
moths. Appearing in a seven-to-ten-year cycle, the
Lymantria dispar dispar made its appearance in
eastern Ontario last year, with heavy infestation and
resulting defoliation occurring in many areas.
Gypsy moths get their name from their habit of
migrating each day from the leaves, down the trunk,
to shadier spots or host objects on the ground. Bud
Guertin, Presqu’ile Provincial Park’s first naturalist,
has another theory. “They move around so well,
hitching rides wherever they can, on automobiles,
firewood, or whatever will take them to a new feeding ground.”
The nasty creatures have redeeming qualities.
They are tasty to more welcome backyard guests
and forest friends. In various stages, the gypsy moth
can be found on the menu of spiders, parasitic
wasps, chipmunks, skunks, blue jays, orioles, and
the much-adored black-capped chickadee.
Although eradication is nearly impossible, Bacillus thuringiensis kurstaki (Btk), a biopesticide be-

nign to mammals, bees, and other pollinators, is
deadly to caterpillars and is used as a pesticide by
professionals and homeowners alike.
Other methods include examining trees, firewood, barbeques, and outdoor equipment for
the tell-tale fuzzy tan egg masses (each one can
contain 1,000 eggs), scraping them into a container
and soaking them with soap and water. This is best
done in late fall, winter, and early spring.
Once the caterpillars emerge, handpick them from
trees. They’re recognizable by their pairs of blue dots
followed by a series of red dots. They have long hairs
which can cause irritation or allergic reactions, so be
sure to wear gloves. Dunk them in soap and water.
For larger infestations, wrap burlap around the
trunk of the affected tree at chest height and secure it
with a string. Fold the burlap over itself, creating a
skirt, and remove the caterpillars daily. It’s a yucky
chore, but the trees will be grateful.
The pheromone trap is also highly effective. The
males are attracted to the prospect of romance,
enter the trap, and an insecticide quickly spoils the
mood. Female gypsy moths don’t fly, so the males

are highly tuned to
this lure. A single gypsy
moth can eat a square
metre of foliage in its very
short lifespan, and can lay
hundreds of thousands of eggs so its progeny can
do the same next year. They prefer oaks but will
dine on anything in their path.
A healthy deciduous tree can most likely survive
defoliation for one or two years, but it will be far
more susceptible to disease. After two years of leaf
loss, the tree may never recover. Once they have
decimated deciduous trees, leaving the branches
bare for the season, gypsy moths will target white
pine, which often cannot survive the season, because coniferous trees store their energy and nutrients in their needles. Without them, the tree has
nothing left to help it survive.
It’s worth the effort to examine backyard trees
and make the effort to control the gypsy moth. A
scraper, a pair of gloves, some soap and water can
help prevent your property from sporting that postapocalyptic look for the summer and fall.

613 476 3037 | pictonbookstore.com

289 Main Street, Picton

sip
savour
share
613 476 9289 | lilyscafe.ca

Stuv 16-Cube - Architecture Ecologique
Evelyne Dextrature Photo

124 MAIN ST.
PICTON

613.476.9259
www.countyfireplace.ca
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A SHOWCASE OF FINE PROPERTIES

DEVELOPMENT

WATERFRONT

SOLD

PREMIERE COMMERCIAL

3852 GANARASKA RD.,
CAMPBELLCROFT

11 PEBBLE BEACH,
COBOURG

61 SKYE VALLEY,
COBOURG

201 DIVISION,
COBOURG

$2,390,000 MLS X4970084

$2,099,000 MLS X5074441

$1,700,000 MLS X4805759

$1,200,000 MLS X4968844

VINTAGE GEM

NOW LEASING

DOWNTOWN

SOLD

36 KING ST. W.,
COBOURG

10639 COUNTY RD. 2,
GRAFTON

$759,000 MLS X4975039

$1,049,000 MLS X5117654

1005 ELGIN ST., W.,
COBOURG

35 PERCY ST.,
COLBORNE
$1,079,000 MLS X4922043

$14.00/sq.ft. MLS X5101645

LISE

PARKSIDE

COURT

*Note: the photo is only an imaginary representation

*Note: the photo is only an imaginary representation

LISE COURT, BEWDLEY

PARKSIDE, COBOURG

1 lot left $279,000 MLS X5052859

1 lot left $525,000 MLS X5123198

Lakeshore Realty Inc.
BROKERAGE – EACH OFFICE INDEPENDENTLY OWNED & OPERATED

THE PULLA TEAM
Northumberland County’s
Leading Real Estate Sales
Team for the past 26 years*

Tony Pulla

Jan Rosamond

Jill Williams

Nikki Pulla

Broker

Sales Representative

Sales Representative

Administrative Assistant

tony @ pulla.ca

rosamond@ pulla.ca

jill@ pulla.ca

pullaoffice@pulla.ca

1011 Elgin Street W., Cobourg . Direct Line 905.373.1980 . Office 905.373.7653
*Based on MLS statistics of the Cobourg-Port Hope Real Estate Board/Northumberland Hills Association of Realtors® (1995-2020)
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PULLA KNOWS NORTHUMBERLAND REAL ESTATE

SOLD
THE HOW, WHY AND WHAT OF THE CURRENT
REAL ESTATE MARKET TURBULENCE
Want to know how the Great Canadian
Real Estate Rush was created?

Want to know why the value of your property
is currently ratcheting-up weekly?

Want to know why properties are selling
for thousands of dollars above asking price?

Want to know how to put more money in your
pocket when you sell your property?

Want to know why in the middle of a “pandemic”
average residential values increased 19%?

Want to know what interest rates are
going to do in the next 5 years?...10 years?

Talk to Pulla... with over 51 years of hands-on experience in every aspect of Real Estate sales,
training, construction and development, you can trust your housing needs to Pulla, the Realtor
homeowners trust…also, discover the power of maximum marketing and maximum results and how
in the past 26 years (1995-2020) Pulla has successfully marketed 3,662 properties throughout
Northumberland County* ….no other Realtor comes close!

Want it sold? Want your price? Want peace of mind?
Hire Pulla...What you want is what you get.
And, don’t worry, Pulla’s done it thousands of times!

51
FOR UNMATCHED LEGENDARY RESULTS HIRE PULLA
tony@pulla.ca . 905.373.1980 . www.pulla.ca
*Based on MLS statistics of the Cobourg-Port Hope Real Estate Board/Northumberland Hills Association of Realtors® (1995-2020)
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NORTHUMBERLAND'S LEADING LUXURY REALTOR
EXCLUSIVE LAKESHORE LUXURY
163 NORTH SHORE ROAD, GRAFTON – Tasteful, timeless finishes combine with a bright, airy feel and flowing layout that results in a luxury lakeside home of over 3,000 sqft. The great room
features a gas fireplace surrounded by stone and built-in's with an
open concept custom kitchen with breakfast bar and a formal
dining room that is perfect for entertaining. Let the sun wake you
each morning in your extended main floor master suite.
Outside you'll find custom landscaping, including a stone patio
area overlooking the Lake with pergola, firepit, wood bench seating. The "she/shed" is perfect for entertaining with a bar area, loftstyle bed, and sitting area. This is a rare and exceptional opportunity to own an unsurpassed quality-built home with outdoor
living space on Lake Ontario.
Offered at $1,389,000 MLS 40069682

BREATHTAKING NORTHUMBERLAND HILLS VIEWS
7 SUNSET DRIVE, COBOURG – Exquisite grace and grandeur
are the hallmarks of this magnificent masterpiece, offering over
4,000 square feet of uncompromising attention to detail and
craftsmanship. Framed by breathtaking Northumberland Hills
views, the expansive and thoughtfully designed floor plan features
an open concept layout that seamlessly integrates the indoor
space to the outdoors.
The lower level features a cozy family room with a fireplace with a
walkout to a covered patio with a hot tub and gazebo. Two additional guest rooms, a home gym with an infrared sauna complete
the lower level! Located a short walk to The Mill golf course, just
minutes to town and on natural gas heating. This home has all
the perks of in-town living with a country feel!

SOLD

Offered at $1,389,000 MLS 40064476

SPECTACULAR FOREST SETTING BACKDROP
2470 HIRCOCK ROAD, BALTIMORE – Your eyes will be drawn
to the backdrop of the spectacular forest setting that is quite
literally at your doorstep. The living room features a natural gas
fireplace & open concept layout that flows into the chef 's style
kitchen. The main floor master bed-room features an updated
luxury ensuite with heated flooring, & convenient main floor,
hidden laundry.
The lower level features a full in-law suite kitchen, bedroom,
office, full bath, laundry, and living room space with its fireplace.
Providing a separate walk-out entrance onto the private deck.
Additional “loft” above makes for the perfect office space or
studio with private access off the double car garage. The deck
extends along with the entire house with a hot tub offering an
outdoor oasis that backs onto the ravine.
Offered at $925,000 MLS 40070110

c 905.375.0062

In 2020, Jacqueline successfully marketed and sold
more luxury homes in Northumberland than any
other Agent or Team!
There is unique knowledge that is required for
Selling Waterfront, Historic and Rural Properties.
Jacqueline has expertise in this area and the skills
to educate potential buyers and their agents.
*Based on number of transactions from Jan 1, 2020 - Dec 31,
2020. Based on Data from TRREB/Quinte Real Estate Boards
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Life’S better in northuMberLand

Professional Staging & Photography
First impressions are essential. Our team has an
inventory of staging items exclusively available to our
clients. Because when staging the finest of homes, only
the finest decor items will do! We then create custom
visuals by the GTA’s finest luxury marketing company.

Global Marketing
RE/MAX is an International brand with
120,000 agents in more than 100 countries
and territories. Your home is marketed
across the globe.

Luxury Marketing
Extraordinary marketing for Northumberland’s
finest homes. Our luxury real estate marketing
is designed to give you a competitive edge
by increasing interest in your property from
luxury buyers both online and off.

SOLD
COYLE HILLS RANCH – 96 COYLE RD., ROSENEATH – 80
acres of the most breathtaking views of Northumberland countryside. The expansive yet welcoming bungalow is the epitome of
casual elegance. The meadows are groomed for agricultural and
recreational use, including pastures, a pond, and over 70 acres of
workable land & an abundance of outbuildings.

7 ACRE PRIVATE RETREAT – 41 HILLVIEW RD., BRIGHTON –
Linked to its natural surroundings in ways that most homes are
not, this mid-century stone home exalts nature through its windows and skylights that allow the sunshine to radiate through.
The magic of this home lies in its simplicity and romance: the
stone chimneys, vintage wood flooring and handcrafted trim.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES – 19 CHURCH ST. E., COLBORNE – A
lovingly cared for family home that exudes character and historic
details. The main floor in-law is perfect for multi-generational living
or additional income potential. Outdoors you'll find a large wellmanicured lot & loft-style garage. The loft space offers the perfect
place for a studio or work from home space with two rooms.

$1,395,000 MLS 40065379

$925,000 MLS 40023880

$665,000 MLS 40066310

SOLD

SOLD

CLASSIC BOARD & BATTON HOME – 109 STRACHAN ST.,
PORT HOPE – This Arts & Crafts style home has been beautifully
revitalized & modernized while preserving the integrity of the
1910s character. As you enter the front foyer, be captivated by the
oversized windows that allow the natural light to radiate through
the home and capture the magic of this private property.

AMAZING LOCATION – 449 FOOTE CRES., COBOURG –
Executive Cobourg Bungalow in sought after Lakeside community. Featuring over 2,200 main floor living space with 3
main floor bedrooms, formal dining room and fully finished
lower level. Call Jacqueline for more information or to book a
showing.

MODERN SOPHISTICATION – 12895 CTY. RD. 2, COLBORNE –
Stunning modern home with soaring ceilings and an abundance
of natural light. Spacious yet warm, the finishes and layout are
ideal. The garage is every gear heads dream with 14 foot high ceilings, natural gas heating, a 12-foot automatic door and water access. Situated on a spacious private lot that backs onto greenspace.

$775,000 MLS 40065450

Exclusive Listing

$899,000 MLS 40053131

To find out more about Jacqueline's
cutting edge marketing techniques or
listings information follow her on:
Instagram @pennington.remax
Facebook @NorthumberlandHomes
or visit www.JacquelinePennington.com
Call Jacqueline for more information or
to book a showing.

c 905.375.0062
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JULIE ALDIS, BROKER

WATERSHED
A SHOWCASE
OF FINE HOMES

As interest in our region grows, Watershed grows along with
it. The Showcase of Fine Homes provides a format for real
estate agents to present properties and homes to a broad
and sophisticated market, within the region and beyond.
To find out more about Showcase of Fine Homes marketing
opportunities, please contact:
JEANETTE CARTER
DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING SALES (WEST)

THE CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE OFFICE, PORT HOPE

jcarter@watershedmagazine.com
cell 289.251.4777

Julie Aldis
Broker

julie@juliealdis.com
www.juliealdis.com

AUDREY WHITTAKER
DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING SALES (EAST)

Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage
Office: 905.800.0321

awhittaker@watershedmagazine.com
613.921.6086

www.chestnutpark.com

CUSTOM QUALITY BUILDER
IN A VILLAGE-CENTRED COMMUNITY

starting at
$752,900

NEW AMHERST
HOMES

Small Town
Living At
Its Best!
The Live-Work
lifestyle contributes to
community vitality, prosperity,
walkability and architectural
charm to the village of New
Amherst in Cobourg.

These freehold 3-storey townhomes offer
the convenience of working from home
to meet the needs of entrepreneurs,
small businesses, and professionals. The
lower level offers on-street professional
service space, with two floors of luxurious
living space above. There are many
options for the professional "Live-Work"

space including: financial offices, art
studio, massage therapist, hairstylist,
barber, aesthetician or real estate office.
These floorplans could also accommodate
multi generational living with an in-law
suite, or perhaps think outside of the box
with an Airbnb rental suite.

For more information visit us at

www.newamhersthomes.com or call 1.866.528.9618
78 | SPRING 2021

Visit our sales office at
798 New Amherst Blvd.
Cobourg, Ontario
sales@newamhersthomes.com
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PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY
Live where you love to visit

Elizabeth Crombie has been and continues to be active in the
preservation and stewardship of the County’s past. Elizabeth’s
deep interest and appreciation of the importance of its many unique
historical homes and buildings have encouraged safe connections
from sellers to buyers. Elizabeth’s 20 years of experience continue
to help give future generations pride and enjoyment of our distinct
heritage in Prince Edward County.

INTEGRITY PASSION EXPERIENCE

LOOKING TO DOWNSIZE?
I HAVE BUYERS LOOKING TO UPSIZE!

Located here in Northumberland, I have a strong network
of associates in Toronto and the GTA who have eager buyers looking
for their dream property in the country or town.
Spring is on its way – Talk to me now!

Fionna Barrington
Sales Representative
104 Main Street Picton
T: 613.476.2700 | TF: 877.476.0096
www.crombierealestateteam.com
Live Where You Love To Visit
Trademarks owned or controlled by the Canadian Real Estate Association. Used under licence.

Office 905.800.0321
Cell 416.460.8460
fionna@chestnutpark.com
www.fionnabarrington.com

Elizabeth Crombie Suzanne White*

*Sales Representative/Broker and Licensed Assistant to Elizabeth Crombie

www.crombierealestateteam.com

Toronto Buyers – Northumberland Homes – Personal Service

YOUR DREAM TEAM QUINTE

3D VIRTUAL TOURS | LIfESTYLE VIDEO wITH DRONE | fREE STAGING & DESIGN SERVIcES | fLOOR PLANS

SOLD OVER ASKING!

SOLD OVER ASKING!

SOLD FIRM IN 4 DAYS!

311 FOSTER AVE., BELLEVILLE – Wouldn’t you love to be this
adorable at 136 years old?! Welcome to the historic Old East Hill! This
century cottage built in 1885 will charm you with its style and original
character. With two bedrooms, a beautiful bathroom with soaker tub
plus a shower in the back laundry hall, this sweet bungalow has a lot to
offer. Situated on a beautiful, large lot with an oversized single garage
large enough for the car & the workbench + storage. Close to the
Downtown Village, the Waterfront trail, VIA rail & 401.

BIG ISLAND, PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY – This 3 bedroom,
renovated 3 season insulated cottage on Big Island on the Bay of
Quinte is your opportunity to own your own piece of paradise here
in Prince Edward County. Ice fish & skate in the winter, and enjoy
big water boating in the summer! It would be an easy conversion to
year round living. Just a short drive to the wineries, breweries, and
Sandbanks Provincial Park which are wonderful to enjoy year
round. Plus it’s an easy drive to the 401 for your weekend getaways.

312 CHARLES STREET, BELLEVILLE – It’s rare that you’ll find a
home this exquisite become available in the coveted Old East Hill.
With the charm and character of a home built in the late 1800s, this
home has been restored with care to honour its history while infusing
the up to date function we look for in a new home. This 4 bedroom,
2.5 bath home features a custom kitchen; wood burning fireplace in the
main floor family room; beautiful porches overlooking your large,
fenced yard + a heated garage/workshop.

$375,000 MLS®40069716 & TRREB MLS®X5122219

$500,000 MLS®40073340 & TRREB MLS®X5137673

$800,000 MLS®40071555 & TRREB MLS®X5137621

Lorraine, Kirsten* & Kathleen*
Kuschmierz

Members of the Quinte District & Toronto
Regional Real Estate Boards

Real Estate Agents

613.885.7653
lorrainek@royallepage.ca

Top 2% of Royal LePage REALTORS® in Prescribed
marketplace, based on Gross Commission Closed &
Collected Dec 1,2018 – Nov 30, 2019
Licensed Assistants*

C O N N E C T W I T H U S ! YO U R D R E A M T E A M Q U I N T E |
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MARKETPLACE

A BUYER’S GUIDE TO
REGIONAL SERVICES

OFF GRID SPECIALISTS
Design

Joe Hayes

| Sales | Service | Installation

Solar Equipment,
Unique Appliances,
Wood Stoves,
Cinderella Incinerating
Toilets, Generators

pophamlanefarm.ca

613 583 0139

kurt@downundersolar.ca
8109 Highway 38,
Godfrey, Ontario

Primitive Picture Car Company
supplies picture cars for weddings,
photoshoots and special events.
We will also be introducing a Photo
Booth in a VW Bus to help capture
all your memories.

FOR BOOKING INFO PLEASE VISIT
primitivepicturecars.com or call 289.251.6872
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MEANDERINGS |

THE GRAND TRUNK
RAILWAY STATION
BRIGHTON 1890

THE MIGHTY STEAM ENGINE AND THE
ENDLESS RIBBONS OF RAIL that stretched

across Canada in the mid-20th century brought
new opportunity to the nation and to Brighton
in particular.
In those days, ten trains stopped daily at
one or another of the three local Brighton rail
stations that were all situated within a few
blocks of one another.
The railway allowed local fruit to be canned
in Brighton and transported to ocean ports for
shipment overseas; it delivered Brighton dairy
products to thirsty Torontonians and, in the
heat of the summer, it brought in thousands
of passengers who were headed to the nearby
Presqu’ile beaches. Families waved goodbye to
soldiers heading off to war from its platforms.
This station changed lives.

But as the power of the railways ceded to
highways and airways, the station was abandoned. It was saved from demolition when it
was purchased by Ralph Bangay in 1996. Ralph
used the building as the anchor of Memory
Junction Museum. Its iconic steam locomotive
and rolling stock collection attracted visitors
from around the world but when Ralph Bangay passed away, the museum closed and the
locomotive was sold to another collector while
the family patiently waited for the right buyer.
Enter George and Mitch Hamilton. This past
February, they bought the property, vowing to
restore the exterior of the station. A sigh of relief reverberated throughout the region, from
railway buffs in general and local historians in
particular. This charming building in this train
town has a new steward.

Photograph courtesy Brighton Digital Archives
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